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To comr:>lement the 'extensive' line' or
pt'auter gear hobbingl eQuir:>ment.
proven and accepted worldwide,
Amedcan IAcuter Ltd. has combined!
addlltlonal gear IPfocessing
hardware to, meet any gear
production system requirement

The APt family of manufacturers
offers the mosta:dvcnced
technol'ogy. Aliiequipment is
"systems cornpctlble'' with the most
modem lIexj!b:leg.ear machiningl
andl measuringi concepts.

Machines of lrugged construction.
high relia'bilitv cndi,cdrvcnced CNC
,design mean maximum production
'Cit minimum cost with minimum
down time.Jhe high American
component content, in both the
machinery end! controls, assures
'prompt, complete ,availability of
ports and :seMc-e.

Iindividual brochures are ,ovail'cb'e,
upon reQuest" for each of the APL
;product lines.
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.... CNCShobb&!" .... Computerized gear Iinspection .... CNC Borazon gear grinding

..... 1.'
Hobblng and other gear cuffing
mac:nlnes Iknown tor Quality ene
productMty for over 80 vears. Equipped
with ONC to proYid'e the highest
degree ,of automatic Ipreclsion co;ntrol,
the eQuipment provides, faster cycle
times, longer tool life and nigher
operating reliabiUty.

Dr.-Ing'• Hl1FL.ER
Computer controlled gear measuringl
,equipment ,eliminates operator
Interpretot'ion. provides, fast
oomprehoo.slw gear inspection and
aUows tonne production 0«' more
accurate gears and quieter gear
trains. Advanced system includes CNC
controlled c,omblnatlon lead, Iinvolute
and pltcn measuring with eemeuter
datal ,evaluation.

IlRPP
PirecisiOn,eldemal and internal tooth
ronn 'grlndlngl, spline 'and internal
Ikeywciygrinding ,and universal tooll
,grinding: - aU uslngl CBN (Borazen),
grinding wheels for maximum
'economy and unparalleled eeeureev,
Used lin conjunctlonw1th, eNe.parts
hove been produced In as IIttleas20~
of the time previously requiredl,

SAAZO'R
SAAZOR n INcoated Inserted ,segment
precision hobs reduce total liIobblngl
costs by extendingl foo'llIfe as much
as,400~,

SYKES
Tihe"Genertren" Is a new concept In
'gear snaping. It uses a, eNC drive
system to ,control all machine

movements Ibased on geor 'and
operatingldata.

APL G r Clinic
A unique Ilearn!lng,experience, for geer
manufacturing management-
comb~lnes two days of classroom
Instfi\Jcfionwith actuallln·plant
demonstrations, line A:PL cnnlcfor spur
and helical gear manufacturing and
measuring processes Is normally
otferedllwlce each year. Contact
American IPfauteror any of Its networt
of representatives tor ,defailsondl
resel'lfations.e
AMERICANI PfAUTER IUMITED'
925 Estes AWII1ue _ BkGro.v W1<Ig9'. 1I1n0ili.6OOl7, USA
Phone ,(312) 640.7.500.,1WX 910.22·2055
Member IN,MJ.8A AGMA
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Hob sharpening problems eest your lime and
money. Isn't ilabout 'time you take the logicall road
10 quality and li/eUme-precision? -

You can start now by takingl a close look at Kling-
,elnberg's SNC 30. And what you see wiU convince'
you,
Introducing, the CNC-controll'ed SNC 30. It provides
greater accuracy and grinding nexibilily than pre-
viouslyavail'able.
Computer memory masterminds the sharpening 01'
any stored cutter with 100%-safely. The operatingl
speed 01 the SNC 30 reduces grinding lime in a way
that really saves you money while a Ilarge,video
display monitors the' sharpening; process.

Logu;alEealures
.' 12" Video Monitor
• Total CNC.cont~olled
.' Diameters up to 14·
• Total WElt machlnll -

57 galJminute
.' Computer Memory 'lor

up to 120 cutters
'. InfinitelY \!',anable speed

up to S2'/minute

Klingelnoorg,'s state-or-me-art SNe 30 also raa- Speoialaccessories like a third access are avail-
tures an electroniC mlcrocornputer and: total wet, able to meet 'even highly sophisticated customer
grinding system. needs,

This is K!lingelnberg's precision and quaHIy: No
index plates, no sign bars, total ONe '&qua!statal
periorrnance. -

II you ha,ve not seen the SNC 3(1, you have nat seen
"Hob sharpening by logiC" yet.

Precilsi:on is our business.

~
'KIIINGiE!LNBEA'G

For more detailed infOrmation or a demonstratJon
on the SNC 30 or any other Klingelnbergi systems,
call or write Klingelnberg today,

Kfingelnbefg Corp.; 15200 Foitt IindustrialPl!fk.way
Strongsville, Ohio 44136; Phone 2161572-2100 Representations in principal cities.
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COVER:

The advanced technology of LEONARDO DA
VINCI 1452-1519.

During the sixteen years Leonardo was in the
service of Duke Ludovico Sforza, he produced
numerous sketches on optics, mechanical engi-
neering and anatomy. It appears he was
searching for identical mechanisms in nature and
man. In all areas of industry and engineering, he
displayed hISprophetic genius.

Leonardo sketched dozens of cevces aimed at
translating movement back and forth between
rotary motion and piston-like reciprocating ac-
tion. Windlases, cranes, winches and pulley-
blocks are seen through the pages of his note-
books. They each try, through sophisticated
reducing gears, to outdo all the others in effi-
ciency. The drawing above is a windlass and is
one of the most perfect and precise designs of
which working models have been built in
modem times.

The cover drawing displays on the left an as-
sembled rnecnarusm for changing the rocking
motion of an upright lever to the rotary motion
of a Shaft. so as to Hft a heavy weight. The il-
lustration on the right is an exploded view of the
same mechanism. As the operating lever is
rocked back and forth. the stone suspended by a
rope is wound upwards around the horizontal
shaft. The rocking lever swings a square shaft,
upon which are two fixed wheels. There are
pawls on the outside edges of the wheels, which
engage ratchets in the cores of two outer rings.
These ratchet wheels also have gear teeth,
engaging a common lantern gear on the final
shaft. When the operating lever is pushed one
way, it engages the ratchet wheel. Pushed the
other way, and the other pawl engages the
ratchet wheel; however. the shaft revolves in the
same dIrection. One application of this prjnciple
was found in Da Vinci's own work in an illustra-
tion of a paddle-driven boat.

4 Gear Techn.ology

At a time when there are many pressures on the
Gear Industry and its representative Association, the
American Gear Manufacturers Association, it seems
particularly appropriate that Gear Technology - The
Journal of Gear Manutaauring appears. AGMA is
particularly pleased to have the opportunity to write
the first editorial for this rnaqazne. Over many years,
the Gear Industry has had a need for an educational
and rrammqjouma' as well as a resource and reference
document on gears, gear products and flexible coupl-
ings.

It is further hoped that this magazine will
reproduce some of the many papers that are published
worldwide on gearing. There is much technological
development work. that is being carried on throughout
the world which should be brought to the attention of
everyone in this industry. In addition, there must be a
larger, continuing effort on the part of American
Manufacturers in the area of gear research. As an ad-
vocate and supporter of this and as a forum for the ex-
change of such knowledge, trusjournal can be of great
value to the Gear Industry. AGMA salutes Michael
Goldstein, Editor of Gear Technology - The Journal
of Gear Manufaauring and wishes him God-Speed in
the years to come with this exciting new venture.

William W. Ingraham

t.tJ·t.lL..~ ~. 9A"xt~. -
Executive Di~aor
AGMA



EDITORIAL

Over the years. we have traveled extensively
throughout the industrialized world, and
became increasingly aware of the availability of
enormous amounts of technical writing
concerning research. experiments, and
techniques In the gear manufacturing field.
New manufacturing methods, materials, and
machines were continuously being developed.
but the technical information about them was
not readily available to those that could best use
it. There was no central source for
disseminating this knowledge. Thus. the idea for
"GEAR TECHNOLOGY. The Journal of Gear Manufacturing" was born.

In this and future issues.we will provide a forum of discovery and innovation for
you. the gear manufacturing industry. Every other month. we will be bringing to you
technical papers and articles from around the world: solving specific problems.
explaining new technology. and describing new techniques. Future issueswill contain
an index of past articles to provide you with a single reference source. We will be an
ongoing gear clinic. ranging from the baSICSto the lead-edge of technology.

The enthusiastic response to the concept of this magazine from the machine
manufacturers. research engineers, and people within the gear rnanutactunnq
community has been very gratifying. The advertisers in this, and In future Issues.are
demonstrating their commitment to excellence. Their belief mat prOVIding education
and information to you. their customers. is a very necessary Ingredient in your
success,and ultimately, their success too. These advertisers are offering the
technology, productivity and price/performance that you will need to succeed In the
world market.

Our goals are lofty and we are dedicated to becoming a part of the changes that
are going to be taking place. We will be lIstening to you. our readers. and will
continuously search for the information [hat you will need to succeed and prosper in
the 1980's.

Jun&J1IIy1'984 5



5-ingl...I Fllank.kTestin. f' Ge_me, ",' _II - J.'e5.' ,!g' 0 ~ _ -atS
by

R.obert E. Smith.
Senior Manufacturing TechnoIogy Engineer

Gleason Machine Di.vision

Presumably, everyone who would be interested in this
subject is already somewhat familiar with testing of gears by
traditional means. Three types o,f gear inspection are in
common use: 1) measurement of gear elements and relation-
ships, 2) tooth contact pattern. checks and 3) rolling com-
posite checks. Single Flank testing falls into this last
category, as does the more familiar Double Flank test.
Figure 1.

As an introduction to the basic understanding of the sub-
ject, most of this article relates to the simple case of inspec-
ting spur gears. The interpretation Dfdata, relative to helical
gears, is a little more complex, but the genera] principles
apply.

With Single flank testing, mating gears roll together at
their proper center distance with backlash and with only
one flank in contact. Testing gears in this manner more
dosely simulates operation of the gears in their application
than any other means of evaluation. Gears can be tested by
pairs, or with master gears.

The Single Flank test is run using optical encoders, which
measure rotational motion (angular displacement error). En-
coders may be attached to the input and output shafts of a
special machine for testing pairs of gears. The encoders may
also be used portably by attaching them d_iredlyto the input
and output shafts of an actual gear box. so as to inspect the
quality of a complete train of gears ..

Data from the encoders is processed in an instrument that
shows the accuracy or smoothness of rotational motion
resulting from the meshing of the gears (transmission
errors). This data can be dil'ectly related to portions of in-
volute or profile errors, pitch variation, runoutand ac-
cumulated pitch variation. Probably the most important
aspect of Single Flank testing is that it permits measurement

Double Flank Gear Testing

./
Single Flank Gear Testing

'ComposUe Gear Testing

6 Gear Jechlnologv

Figu!'e 2

of profile conjugacy, which is the parameter that most
closely relates to typical gear noise.

Single Flank testing is not a panacea. Lead or tooth align-
ment variation of spur and helical gears cannot be measured
directly by this method. Lead errors do" however, influence
motion transmission errors. These result from profile varia-
tions, due to the influence of overlap or increased contact
ratio. Likewise, in the case of bevel or hypoid gears, tooth
contact pattern checks are important to the development of
tooth shape to allow for deflection characteristics under
load. Lead or spiral is best measured by elemental checks or
by tooth contact pattern checks,

Figure 2 shows a typical Single Flank measuring machine.
Figure 3 shows its principle of operation, The two motions
which are to be compared are monitored by circular optical
gratings. Each grating produces a train of pulses having a
frequency which is a measure of the angular movement of
each corresponding shaft and hence of each gear mounted
thereon,

Pulse frequencies from each grating are usually different
because the gear ratio is not normally 1:1. It is.,therefor·e,
necessary to modify the frequency from shaft 21 based
upon the frequency from shaft 22. which is hereby estab-
lished as the reference frequency. The signal from shaJt 2 has
a frequency of £2, which is equal to:

Zl
f1 x--

22.
f2

where: 21 = the number of teeth in the gear on shaft 1 and
22 = the number of teeth in the gear on shaft 2.

E-10Nl READER REPlV CARD



Z2·0nvenGear
modifications (intentional or otherwise) exist in ag ar, non-
uniform motion or transmission errors will result.

In some lightly loaded applications, perlect involutes are
desirable for noise control. However, profiles are often
modified to obtain a compromise between load carrying
capabllines and smoothness of roll or transmitted motion.
Such modifications produce predictable, intentional, varia-
tions on graphjc analysis outputs. These variations must be
acknowledged when interpreting the graphs, F.igure 5 shows
three typicaJ tooth shapes and their resulting moHon curve,
Figure Sa is apertect involute showing zero angular dis-
placement error, Figure sb shows typical top and root relief,
resulting in the parabola-like motion curve. Hgure Sc shows
a tooth with pressure angle error and the resulting saw tooth
motioncurve ..

Figure 6 is another way to show a direct relationship be-
tween involnte shape and a single flank graph. Such curve
Mea graphic representation 'of some of the types of non-
uniform motion that gears are likcely Ito 'transmit It is this

. non-uruform motion that creates the exciting force that will
shake a structure and cause noise.

There are other areas of gear quality Ithat are important
besides profile conjugacy and noise. These become more ap~
parent as the graph is run for at least one test gear revolu-
tion. AU tooth meshes will be added together to generate the
results, as shown in Fig~re 4. The graph in figuJ1e 4 shows
additicnal information; adjacent pitch error, total ac-
cumulated pitch error and eoeal transmission 'error.

The ability to check accumulated pitch error is an. import-
antaUribute of single flank 'testing. First of all, there is a dif-
ference between "runour" and "accumulated pitch
variation". A gear with runout does have accumulated pitch
variation. A gear with accumulated pitch variation does not
necessarily have runout,

.Flgure J

D;¥ldef
Z2

However, f2 has superimposed on it a frequency modula-
tion due to transmission errers ,of the gears under test,
Therefore, the pulse train coming from the g:rating on shaft
.2 wiU have small differences in phase from Ithepulse 'train for
shaft fl. This phase diff·erence between the two represents
the amount of error in. the gears being tested.

Phase differences of less than one arc second can be
detected. This difference is recorded asan analog waveform
and comes out of the instrument ona strip chart, as shown
in FiguI'e 4.

Gears with perfect involute tooth forms will roll together
with uniform motion. When pitch errors or involute

J
I

,

Burr
,

Accumula1lld

AdJ8C nl pitch er~r fp ~ pilch error Fp

\,"
,

TOO~ 10 Tooth

I
TransmiSSII:m~ Error'iEffective Profile' c

/
ErrOr Iff"

\

,

Indlv.dual 'errors revealed by 511'1glelien tesllng

Tobll
TransmiSSIOn
ErrOl' F,
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Runout occurs in a gear with a bore or locating surface
that is eccentric from the pitch circle of the teeth. Runout is
shown as a variation in depth efa ball type pr-obe as it
engages each successive tooth slot. Or, it can be a large total.
composite error if observed on a double flank tester.

A gear can. be produced, by various means, that will have
no runout, as described above, and will show little or no
reading by the ball check. It could, however, have large ac-
cumulative pitch errors. This can happen when a gear is
hobbed with runout and then shaved or ground on a
machine that does not have a rigid drive ,coupling the tool to
the workpiece.

When the gear is hobbed with aa eccentric pitch circle, the
slots are at different radii and angular positions. When the

9 GearTechnoloQ¥
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gear is shaved, i't is run with a tool t.hat main tans a constant,
rigid center distance, but is not connected to the workpiece
by a drive train, Therefore, all slots are now machined to
the same radius, from the center of rot.ation,andare
displaced from true angular position by varying small
amounts. The resulting gear has very small amounts ef in~
dividual pitch errors, but has a large accumulated pitch
error, which the single flank tester responds to ...

These accumulative pitch errors have all. the undesirable
effects of a gear with tradi.tionaI runout. It would check
"good" by either a ball check or a double flank composite
test. Accumulative pitch errors can only be found or prop-
erly evaluated by a precision index/single probe spacing
checker, or bya. single flank composite test ..

Figures 7 and ,8 are intended to help illustrate the advan-
tages of single flank vs, double flank composite tests.

Figure 9 is an extreme example, whereby the wrong
number oft'eeth are cut in 'the part. Double flank composite
testing will indicate that the part is acceptable, but single
flank testing will reject it. -



Figure 7
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In summary, single Hank testing can check all elements of
gear quality, except possibly lead or spiral angle error, much
faster and more thoroughly than individual elemental tests
or double Hank composite tests. This method;

1. Explores, essenUally,alI areas of all teeth.

2. Finds all kinds of "runout" including accumulated pitch
error.

3. Measures the combined profile 'errors on bevelgea.r 'teeth
that cannot be measured adequately by tooth contact
patterns or by elemental gear measurements.

AUTHOR:
ROBERT SMITH, Senior Manufacturing Technology

Engineerat Gleason Machine Division, has over Ithirty years
experience in the Gear Industry. Mr. Smith received his
training from Rochester Institute of Technol.ogy. While at
Gleason, Mr. Smith's engineering assignments have included
gear methods, manufacturing, research and gear quality.
These assignments involved the use and. application of in-
strumentation for the study of noise, vibration, and struc-
tural dyamics, From these assignments, he expanded his
ideas relating to. gear metrology. Currently, Mr. Smith is
chairman of the Measuring Methods and Practices and
Master Gear Subcommittee in the American Gear Manufac-
turers Association, and is also. a member of the Rochester
Industrial Engineering Society and Society of Experirnen't,al
Stress Analysis.
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o r Compelilors Know Us
G- ~ NILESGEAR GRINDERS

••••••

Since ~he first NilLES G.EAR GRIN,DER'wos built iin1932 and patents. issued
lin1934 more than 9,000 machines have been lnstolted wor:ldwide. This
drorncttc success lisattributed to 4 main features:

• ACCU!RACY
• PRODUCTMTY
• VERS.ATILlTYI.RELIABILITY

With the rapldlygrowlngl market for hardened and
ground gears, NILEScornmamem grows strong:er to
meet the demands of the ,gear iindustry both now and
in the future ..

MANUFACTUR:ING IPROGRAMME
ZSTZ315 C3 133/4" 0.0.
ZSTZ630 C3 25" (291f2'10.0.
ZSTZ06 32" 0.0.

ZSTZ10
ZSTZ1'6
ZSTZ25

49" (59'1 0.0.
71" (80'1 Q.D.

98" (138'1 0.0.

CIRCUE A-4 .QI'\lIREADER REPLY CARD



'GEAR M,OB :ERS
MANUM.A!~DFULLCNC

Intemmll.onallv, recognized leader
linthe manufacture of quali1y
Gear Ho~bbinglmachines, the
OD Lfactory employs more

than 2,000 skjlled workers with a
design and development

department of 150 qualified
engineers. Thiscornblned with a

modern manufacturing facility
with an output of more than 300

machlines per year enobles
GMW to otter high quality Hob-
bing Mochines from OCUL, at

competiitive prices.

ACCURACY
For machines in standard execution, and utiliizing proper shop practices.

accuracies pertaining to tooth to tooth and occurnulctlve pitch, errors ore
guar'onteed to class 11cccordlnq to AGMA standards. Increased accuracy is

avaiilable' on special order.

Universal ... And the Giants!Production (Manual
and CNC versions) ...

ZFWl. 250 15" Dla. 4 D.P.
ZFWl400 20" Dla. 4 D.P.
ZFWZ800 32" Dia. 2.5 O.P.
ZFWZ 2000 8!),' oia. 1.15 D.lP.'

ZPWZ03
ZPNZ05
ZFWZ112
ZFWZ30

ZFWZ50
60 From16'010.
80 Thru 33' 010.

100

13" 010. 3 D.P.
20" 010. 2.5 O.P,
50" 010. 1.6 O.P,
124" Oio . .7 D.P.

G:. ~__- ,. QUAUTY MACiHIINE! TOOLS - PARTS. SERVICE
Call or write forfr,ee brochure

.....~tI<6E.4i' O.c-

GMW MACHINERY, INC. ~
'GEA:R MACHINERY D'IVIISIION ~
CORPOR'ATI! IHiEAOQUAIRTIERSGEA.R DIVISIION
700 Route 46. 11665,Tonne Road
'Clifton, NJ 07015 Elk Grove Village, IL 6000'7
Telephone(201)712-3000 Telephone(3,12),364-4530
Te ex: 4756017 ·'felex: 4330426



Advantages of Titanium
Nitride Coated. Gear Too1s

Peter W. Kelly
Barber-Colman Co,

Abstract
A brief introduction to tne subject of Thin Film Coatings and

their application to gear nabs and .shaper cutters is followed by a
detailed description of the Chemical Vapor Deposition Process and
the Physical Vapor Deposition Process. Advantages and disadvan-
tages o.f each of these processes is discussed.

EmphtlSis is placed upon: application engineering of coated gear
tools based on laboratory and /ield test results,

Recommendations are suggested for tool desigtl impmvements
and optimization of gear cutting operations using coated tools. Pro-
ductivity improvements potentially available by properly utilizing
coated' tools are considered in terms of both tool cost and machin-
ing ,cost.

Introduction
Gear cutting tools are among the most complex and costly

tools used in the metal working industry. This is especially
true of the more accurate tools which normally require form
grinding of the critical gear tooth form generating surfaces.
Because the tools are expensive, as well as the gear cutting
operation itself. means have long been. sought to improve
tool life and to increase the productivity of the gear cutting
process. Many methods have been applied in the past ito ob-
tain these ends including, special designs of the gear tools,
use of higher alloy high speed steels, and various coating or

treatment methods which were applied to the tool surfaces
in an attempt to increase their wear life. These methods
have included various nitriding processes, chrome or nickel
or other plating processes, as well as others, which may
even have fallen within the realm of blackart, There have
been some processes which have proven viable for 'certain
unique or special applications ..In these cases, significant im-
provements have been obtained and the methods have been
economically justified. However, most proposals which ap-
peared to yield significant life or productivity improvements
in a laboratory or closely controlled production environ-
ment have not, in fact, proven to be practical manufactur-
ing alternatives for use en gear tools in the long run ..

Titanium nitride (TiN) coatings have been successfully
applied ,to' carbide inserts since 1969. The chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) process, which is a high temperature pro-
cess, has been applied to carbide inserts used in turning, bor-
ing, and milling applications and proven highly successful.
The high temperature required by the CVD process does not
distort, nor does it change the carbide substrate, therefore,
the process had proven applicableto carbide inserts. This
high temperature method had not been applied until recent-
Iyto high speed steel gearcutting tools, because their com-
plex geometry was distorted by the high temperature in-
volved in the process.
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FIG..1 - Schematic Diagram of the CVD process.
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In spite of the above, experimentation and development
of titanium carbide (TiC) and titanium nitride (TiN)
coatings of gear hobs and gear shaper cutters was being car-
ried on in this country using the CVD process in late 1979
and early 1980. The physical vapor deposition (PVD) pro-
cess, which is conducted at a low enough temperature such
that no annealing or thermal distortion of hardened high
speed steel occurs, was successfully applied to gear cutting
tools early in 1980 in Japan. The very rapid growth and ac-
ceptance of the PVD process are illustrated by the following.
There was only one coated gear hob displayed at the Inter-
national Machine Tool Builders Show in September of 1980
in Chicago; but within the next year, there was a multitude
of high speed steel cutting tool applications. including many
gear tools at the EMO Show held in Hanover, Germany in
September of 198L

The tool coatings mentioned above, titanium carbide and
titanium nitride, produce very hard, thin, and wear resistant
layers. These characteristics combine to make 'those coatings
ideally suited to the critical and complex geometries in-
volved in gear cutting tools. Since titanium carbide is the
somewhat harder of the two, it is recommended when the
type of service encountered is highly ab:rasive ..On the other
hand, titanium nitride, with its low coefficient of friction
and anti-weldcharaeteristics, is applicable in cases in which
gaming or welding are encountered,

Chemical Vapor Deposition Process
Chemical vapor deposition (1) is carried out in a vacuum

furnace at the relatively higher temper.atures of 1750 to
193001'. In the process, illustrated schematically in Fig .. 1,
the vapors of titanium and nitrogen (TiN) or the vapors of
titanium and carbon (TiC) are chemically combined and
deposited on 'the surface of the cutting toot

The high temperature involved require that these coatings
be applied to a tool in the soft condition or that subsequent
rehardening would be necessary due to the fad that such
high temperatures would anneal a. hardened tool. In either
case, the necessity to vacuum harden the coated tool, after
the final machining operations on the cutting teeth, results
in distortion, which is excessive for all but the lower quality
classes of gear cutting tools.

CVD coatings range from 3000 to 3500 Knoop hardness
for titanium carbide and 2500 to 3000 Knoop hardness for
titani.um nitride. These numbers compare to' maximum ex-
trapolated Rockwell C hardnesses of 90 and 85 respectively.
When compared to hardened high speed steel ranging from
M to 68 Rockwell C, it can be seen that very significant im-
provements in hardness are achievable ...TiN and TiC CVD
coatings are also relatively thick at ,0003 inches. While this
can be a detriment to the accuracy of high precision gear
tools, it does provide the potential of substantial life
improvment,

The CVD process also has the potential of producing
more economical coatings. One of the reasons this is true is
that 'the equipment used is less complex, in that lower
vacuums are employed. This means that not only is the
equipment itself more economical, but the energy costs in-
volvedare also lower. Additionally, since small amounts ·of

relatively inexpensive materials are utilized, the overall
material costof the process is also modest. With the high
temperature involved in the process, which inherently pro-
duces improved adherence of the ,c'oating, work preparation
and cleanliness are not as critical as in other methods.

The major applications for CVD are to provide wear
resistant coatings for carbide inserts and lower precision
classes of high speed steel tools, Tool life improvem.ent of as
much as six times on higher speed steel cuttings tools has
resulted in a high degree of customer satisfaction.

Physical Vapor Deposition Process
The highest precision grades of high speed steel tools have

geometric tolerances which are less than the distortions
which occur during even the most closely controlled harden-
ing operations, Therefore, the critical dimensions of such
tools must be finished subsequent to hardening, and no ad-
ditional high temperature operations are permitted. In order
to coat precision high speed steel. tools successfully, the low
temperature range of 530 to ·890°P of the PVD process is
necessary to prevent annealing of the high speed steel
substrate. Because 'of the lower temperature levels, there' is
no appreciable distortion of the tools ...fig . .2 is a. schematic
diagram of the PVD Reactive Ion Plating process employed
by Barber-Colman Company to produce TiN Gear Tool
coatings.

PVD is an entirely different process in which innsof
titanium react with ions of nitrogen or carbon at the
substrate surface resulting in a compound (TiN Ot TiC)
which is physically deposited on the tool surfaces. These
coatings range in maximum hardness from Zooo to .2800
Knoop for TiN and TiC respectively which correspond to
approximately 80 and 85 Rockwell C. Comparing these
values to the normal range of hardened high speed steel, 64
to 68 Rockwell. C, it is seen that a very significant improve-
ment in tool life is possible. The coating is extremely thin,
only ...00012.0 inch which makes it ideally suited for use 0 the
most precise grades of high speed steel geartools.

The coating process is carried out in a high vacuum fu_m-
ace, with pressures ranging from 10 6 to 1.0 'tmT. This very
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HC. l - Schematic diagram of the PVD rea.ctive ion. plating process in
which the tool is exposed to ion bombardment cleaning both before' and
during deposition. -
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high vacuum requires expensive equipment and substantial
energy costs. The material costs, however, are quite
nominal.

There are various physical vapor deposition processes
in use.

The three main methods are:

Evaporation - Not applicable to high speed steel precision
tools due to low film adhesion and prob-
lems in obtaining uniform coverage of
complex geometries .. An additional dif-
ficulty associated with TiN coating is the
neoessity to melt the compound titanium
nitride which has a very high melting point
of 5828°F.

SputterLng - This process is utilized by a number of
domestic, as well as foreign companies.
However, the process has low coating
rates, uses much energy, and is somewhat
difficult to control and quite susceptible to
contamination.

A refinement of t.his method is called Reac-
tive Sputtering i:nwhich the atoms ofa gas
introduced into the deposition chamber
react with the pure metal atoms to forma
metallic compound on the work.

Ion Plating - The basic methods applied are essentially
off-shoots of work done by D. M. Mattox
I2, 3J dating back to 1963. Ion Plating has
an inherently high degree of controlabllity
and is the basic process used by a number
of foreign equipment builders.

The reactive gas refinement noted above
under sputtering can similarly be applied
providing Reactive Ion Plating to produce
metallic compound coatings.

Although current PVD processes employ the latest tech-
niques of plasma physics and thin film technology, the basic
methods are not new, Applications in which PVD has been
used for many years include depositing of refraction index
improvement coatings on optical equipment, such as the
lenses in eye glasses, telescopes, binoculars, microscopes
and cameras. Decorative coatings have been applied to
various metals and plastics for a wide range of industrial
and consumer products. Watch cases and other items of
jewelry have been enhanced with the beautyand durability
of TiN.. The electronics industry has utilized the PVD thin
film technology for application af very critically controlled
'coatings to semi-conductors, vacuum tubes, cathode ray
tubes and other components.

The characteristics of TiN which have the potential of
providing wear and abrasion resistance are its high hard-
ness, low coeiftcient of friction, and inertness which results
in an anti-weld surface.

14 Gear Technology

These characteristics also allow use of cutting tools at
higher speeds and feeds. The high quality coatings, produc-
ing up to six times life improvement at no. distortion or
dimensional changes in the high speed steel, make the PVD
Reactive Ion Plating process ideally suited to. gear cutting
tools.

Table 1. IEqulval~en' Hardness Of Various Materials

Malerial IKnoop IH'ardness Extrapolatedi
101l0g IL,oad Hardiness Rc

Diamond 7000 --
Borazon 4500 --
Titanium Carbide 3500 90
Titamum Nitride 3000 85
Tungsten Carbide 1870 80
Hig.h Speed Steel 870 66 I

AppHcation Engineering
Of Coated Gear Tools

Ad.v.antagesof TiN 'or H55 Tools
Titanium nitride possess a number of physicalcha:racter-

istics which are particularly effective in enhancing the life of
high speed steel tools. Probably the most impo,rtant ,of these
characteristics is its extremely thigh hardness. It can be seen
in Table 1 that the extrapolated equivalent hardness of
titanium nitride at Rockwell C 85 is much higher than that
of the high speed steel upon which it will be deposited .. It
should also be noted that the hardness of titanium nitride is
considerably higher than that of tungsten carbide and is
even approaching the hardness of Borazon (Cubic Boron
Nitride),

The high hardness of titanium nitride providesexcellent
wear and abrasion resistance to heavy and prolonged cutt-
ing loads.

Titanium nitride rubbing against soft steel. has a con-
siderably lower coefficient of friction than hardened high
speed steel would have. This reduces the tool loads and,
therefore, the heat generated during cutting.

Actual tests have proven conclusively that due to the
lower frictional characteristics of the TiN coatings that
machine 10.ads and the resultant power required have been
reduced. Documented records are available indicating
reductions of 25% to. 30% in power requirements. There
have been numerous instances in which the amount of oil
coolant smoking due to high temperature in gear ClJItting
oper-ations has been .reduced significantly by ehe use of
'coated tools.

The resultant lower temperature contributes to. extended
tool Hfeand also improves the accuracy of the gear
generating process. The major benefit of the lower heat
generated as a result of reduced friction would be to allow
the use of higher speeds and possibly feeds which of course
would reduce the machining time and cost of the gear cutt-
ing operation.



FIG. J - Photomicrograph 'of ASP23,. 3~thread ground automotive hob:
400X, 5% njtal 'etmwith .00000~Oinch thick TiN Coating.

One of the reasons for wide spread use of titanium nitride
as a protective coating on jewelry is that it is extremely in-
erl. Because of this characteristic, coatings will produce no
chemical reaction with the normally encountered gear mate-
rials these tools will cut, nor will they suffer anyadvers.e ef-
fects in conjunction with gear cutting fluids.

Fig. 3 is a photomicrograph of a TiN coated powdel'ed
metal high speed steel gear hob tooth. Because of the very
thin titanium nitride layer, .000120' inch, there is no ap-
preciable dimensional change 'to, the tool on which it was
applied.

In addition, the maxlmumtemperatures encountered, in
the PVD reactive Ion Plating Process are low enough to pre-
vent ,an~ealing of ha.rdended high speed steels. Since there is
no significant dimensional build-up or thermal distortion
the process is applicable Ito the ~:ighest precision grades of
gear cutting tools.

Application Data
Because a wide range of accurate application engineering

data for TiN coated gear rutting toots is not yet available. it
is necessary Ito ,carefully consider each case individually.
However, test results from a reasonable number of applica-
tions are available to allow f'ealistic estimates and projec-
tions of potentiali advantages. The following information
ean be used, J1000gniiing dlat it is based on a limited amount
of overall experience.

Tool Wear '& Ped,onnance Improvements
Fig. 4, illustrates the va_HOUStypes of wear often found on

gear- tools. Both cnippingandgouging are types of wear
which are due to deficiencies in the gear cutting operation
which should be corrected. These types of wear produce
damage deeply into the teeth and ,therefore willi not be im-
proved by the very thin layer of the Titanium Nitride
coatings. .

For the purposes of this discussion, each of the three (3)
Itypesof wear which occur on the relieved Surfaces of the
tooth directly in back of the cutting edge wiJl be grouped
'together and referred 'to as "Flank Wear". These are

periphery wear, corner wear, and I.ower flank wear, each oc-
cu.rr-ing at a tooth location defined by its name. Flank wear
is the type which is normally predominant in properlyap-
plied gear cutting tools. Since it occurs on the relteved tooth
surfaces, those surfaces which are not removed by subse-
q~~nt sha:rpening of the tool, TiN coating will be most effec-
tive in reducing flank wear and ,thus increasing tool life. In
addition, the low frictional and anti-weld characteristics of
tianlum nitride can be utilized to allow higher speeds and
feeds thus providing increased productiv:ity.

Crateri_ng is the 'eroding of material away from the cutting
face of a hob or shaper cutter, The erosion ·of Ithat surface is
a result of the abrasive action of the chip curlLn.g over the
face of the tooth, or a chemical reaction of the chi.p and
coolant combination or welding in which the hi.gh pressures
and heat encountered in the cuUmg action tend to weld Ithe
ch.ip to the cutting face. As it is broken away a small particle
of the face is removed with the chip ..Since this cratering oc-
curs on the rutting face of the tooth, only the fiJ'Stuse of the
too] before sharpening would be improv d by the TiN
coating. \lVhen cratering is a problem, il would generally be
advisable to consid r appropriat,e coolant changes or ad-
ditives, Of possibly the use of a higher anoy tool. steel which
would be resistant to the abrasive action which caused the
cratering.

A series of in-house tests was conduct d to determine life
improvement ratiosavaiIab]e through TiN coating of hjgh
speed steel gear hobs and shaper cutters. Since i.t is always
necessary to at least maintain or hopefully improve existing
standards of accuracy when applying new types ,of tools, the
amount of acceptable wear before sharpening a preshave
protuberance type hob was determined by 'the number of
pinions cut before the amount of undercut produced or Ithe
true involute fonn (TIF) diameter violated established
tolerances.

The results of these tests, cor.ductedat fixed feed and
speed rates, are shown in Fig. 5 which indi.cates that the
coated flank wear was redaeed to about 113 of the uncoated
wear when the effective cutting 'edge dullness was held con-
stant for both the uncoated and the coated tools, However,
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FIG. 5, - Flank wear when holding cutting edge dullness constant for
coated vs. uncoated tools.

at 'the time at which the amount of undercut and the TIF
diameter exceeded established tolerances, the number of
pinions cut with the coated tool was twice the number cut
with the uncoated tool. The increase in tool life was three (3)
times in terms of flank wear and two (2) times in ,the number
of parts cut. Therefore, the overall tool life was increased by
a factor of six (6)times. Subsequent tests, both in-houseand
at various customer manufacturing operations, have shown
that improvements up to 10 to even 15 times are possible.

Fig. 6 is a graph of the Relative Flank Wear vs, the Length
of Tooth Cut for uncoated and coated tools of M-2 and
M·.3S tool steel. The curves show that,as normally expected
in hjgh speed steel tools, there isa high initial rate of wear
aHer whicha zone of minimum tool wear occurs. As the
tool. continues to dull during the zone of minimum wear, a
point will eventually be reached at whichtime theeutting
edge breaks down rapidly due to increased head and load ..
Subsequent failure of the tool is very rapid and catastrophic
if the cutting action is not stopped at this time. In order to
optimize the economy of the cutting tool .applica.tion it
would be necessary to sharpen the tool at the poin.t marked
"X" on each 'CWiVe.

This point is at the end ·of the low wear rate portion of
each curve just prior to the point at which rapid. breakdown
of the cutting edge is imminent. Currently these points must
be established by test procedures in specifi.c instances.
However, after TiN coatings have been used for a sufficient
length of ti.me to accumulate accurate application data it win
be possible to reasonably predict the economical H£efor low
pr~duction runs,

It should be pointed out that because the amount of wear
on coated tools will be much less that that encountered in
previous practice, it will be important ,to assure that
sharpening practices are revised .. Obviously the amount of
stock removed in sharpening must be reduced to approx-
imately 113 that of prior practice. Also the amount of stock
removed in sharpening in excess of the actual wear must be

16 Gear technol'ogy
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FIG" ,6 - Potential teol life lmprovement with TiN coating, under identical
cutti;ng conditions.

held to a minimum. For example, if prior practice was such
that tools were sharpened after .025 of wear and .030 stock
was removed, the amount of 'tool. life removed in excess of
actual wear would be 17% (5/30) of 'the total sharpening
stock. However, if the wear encountered with a coated tool
was only .008 and anadditionaJ .005 was removed in. sharp-
ening, the amount of the too] life removed, in excess of ac-
tual wear, would be approaching 4.0% (5/13) of the total
sharpening stock or over two (2) times that amount in
previous practice.

Another extremely important point to bear in mind is,
that even though cratering had not been a problem when
using an uncoated tool, if the same tool is TiN coated and
more pieces per sharpening are being produced, then crater-
ing is very likely 'to become a problem.

This is because cratering is a function of the amou.ntof
chips which have been curled over the cutting face and it is
that face which does not have the benefit of TiN protection.
A critical characteristic of cratering is ,that a point is even-
tually reached when the workpiece chip loads in the eroded
craters cause sections of the Itool ,cutting edges to. break.
away. These broken sections usually exceed the amount of
normal £lank wear by a considerable amount. In fact, in
severe cases when cratering isexcesslve, the whole top of a
tooth can be broken away. Fig .. 7 is an example of a hob
which had been used to cut an excessively long linear le.ngt:h
of work tooth resulting in catastrophic failure. The cratering
shown in the dose-up view of the tooth tips was the cause of
the breaking out of entire hob teeth as seen in the overalll
vi.ew.Fig ..8 is a similar example of a severely cratered. shaper
cutter tooth. Good practice would forbid use ·of a tool to
this extent due to the high risk 0.£ tooth breakage.

Oplimized ProducUvUy
In order to assure 'that the maximum potential of TiN

coatings is obtained, it is necessary 'to consider both the tool
itself and the machine in which it is being used. In most gear
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:nc. 7 - IS DP hob illustrating castastrophic tooth failure dU.1!to-excessive
cratering caused by hobbing 100 many linear inches.

cutting preducdon operations, the tool cost per piece cut is
usually in the range of 5% to 25 % ,of the total cost of the
gear cutting operation, This means, that even if the entire
tool cost could be eliminated. ,0nJy 5% to 25% of the gear
,cU'tting cost could be saved. However, to save that much in
thecost of machining time would require a change of speed
or feed, or ~eed and speed in combination, of only about
30% at the most.

Actual tests of TiN coated drills and end mills have
shown .amazing results, In the case 'of drills an increase of
.feedactually increased the tool Hfe. and in the case of end
mills, an increase of speed significantly increased the tool
life. At thjs time, most gear tool testing at increased speeds
or feeds indicates thata range of 30% to 50% increaseof
speed and approximately 10% to 20% increase of feed is
possible at no adverse loss of tool life.

Therefore, in order to obtain the optimum potential 'of
TiN coating, it is important to increase the speed, and
possibly the feed, to the maximum amount, depending upon
a number of factors which would have to be evaluated for
each specific application. Among these factors are con-
sideration of the work piece material, its hardness and its
machinability. It is also necessary to, consider the material
used inthecutHng tool, the rigidity of the machine and the
work holding Hxturft, as weU as, the condition of the

machine itself in terms of wear, tightness .adjustments, etc.
Obviously, the machine must have sufficient power to
operate at the increased metal. removal rates, and must have
sufficient speed range or feed range available. The rigidity of
the structure of the workpiece itself must also be adequate to
withstand the possible increased loads due to higher f,eed~
or speeds ..

The cool~nt also becomes more critical at elevated speeds,
It may be necessary to change coolants roaccommodate the'
more adverse conditions due to increased speed and load.
Limited in-house and field tests have shown substantial tool
life improvement when using TiN coated tools with borate
addi.tives, in some cases, and with chlorinated cutti~ oils,
in others.

Because of the improved cutting ,efficiency it may be
possible 'to increase the cutting depth of multiple cut opera-
tions. This could reduce the number of cuts or passes and
yield significant pmductivity improvements .

.In the overall, it would be expected that more pieces per
sharpening and reduced tool wear will both be available
thru the use of coated tools. It may be required 'thJrt heavy
duty machinery be applied to obtain the maximum benefits.

A side effect of TiN coated tools will be the improved ac-
curacy. which results because of the lower cut'ting loads and
the fact that sharper tools are used during a. higher percen-
tage of the overall production run. This will result in less
scrap, reduced lead and involute 'errors. and improved sur-
face finish.

Production Test Results
To illustrate many of the for,egoing remarks and recom-

mendations, ccnsider the actual. production. test results

FIG.,8 - Excessive aatering
0.11 DP sheperbefore harpening

cutter tooth due to lihaping
too many parts.
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shown in Tables 2 through 5 and summarized in Table 6.
These tests were conducted on the production floor selected,
high volume gear or pinion manufacturers ..

The data at the top of Tables 2 through 5 includes the
specifications of the tool, the workpart being cut, and the
machine in which the gear cutting operation took place. The
remaining Lnfo·rmation is a tabulation of the operating data,
the gear cutting results and the gear cutting cost analysis for
the conditiens of: 1) The uncoated tool. operating under
previously established productionconditiens, 2) The TiN
coated tool operating under the same conditions as had been
established for the previously applied uncoated toot and.3)
Assumed increased speed or depth of cut. the resulting wear,
and the number 0.£pieces cut when applying the TiN coated
tool in order to obtain increased productivity,

To gain the maximum potential available from TiN
coated gear tools, it is necessary to increase the speed,
and/or increase the feedrate, and/or reduce the number of
cuts in a multiple cut operation. For the purpose ·of il-
lustrating the large savings available by reducing the
machining time, it was assumed that the tools tabulated in
the tables could be operated at increased speed, and in one
case at a reduced number of cuts. It was further assumed
that they would produce only half the number of pieces
when worn the same amount as the TiN coated tools at the
originally established lower speed. These are conservative
estimates based on results of other gear tool tests and on ex-
perimental work done with other types of high speed steel
cuUing tools.

Note that the costs tabulated in Tables 2 through 6 include
only the cost of the gear cutting tool and the cost of the ac-
tual hobbing or shaping operation itself. The machinjng
costs are based. on the calculated cutting time at a conser-
vative estimate of $25.00 per hour ..In the simplified analysis
presented, the too] sharpening cost and the cost of the gear
cutting machine downtime for tool changing have not been
included. When these costs are considered, the economic ad-
vantages. of applying TiN coated tools are increased
substantially because the amount of sharpening stock and
the frequency of sharpening are greatly reduced.

The detailed information contained in the tables can be
examined to' the depth desired by the reader. A few com-
ments will be provided here relative to significant im-
provements in the overall operation due to application of
TiN coated tools.

Table 2 lists the condition of hobbing a 16 tooth
automotive 'transmission pinion with a single thread,
unground Class C, TiN coated hob. Comparingth.e results
of the uncoated and the TiN coated hob under the same
operating conditions, andthe assumed results for the TiN
coated hob at a 30% increase in hob surface speed, itcan be
seen that, under the same operating conditions, the coated
hob produced the same number of pieces with only approx-
imately half the hob wear of the uncoated tool. This pro-
vided an overall savings per part of 1.7%

However, when operating at the 30% increase of surface
speed, the overall savings per part would increase over 10
times to 20.7%. This, of course, is due to the fact that for
the original uncoated tool application the percentage of the
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hob cost per part, Ito the total cost per part, was only 5.2%.
When cutting under the same conditions with a coated hob,
that ratio fell to 3.5% and incI1easedt08.7% when
operating at the increased surface speed. Also note that the
tool cost at the higher productivity conditions increased
over and above that of the uncoated tool, B.7% vs, 5.2%,
but that overall savings per piece, when including machin-
ing time, was 20.7%.

The hob test in Table 3 was Eor a. coarser pitch, double
thread, Class C accurate unground hob, in which the sur~
face speed was increased by 30 % in the assumptions made,
for comparing economic advantages at higher productivity
rates. Note that the number of pieces per sharpening and the
number of pieces per life of the hob are approximately 2
times and .3 times, respectively, for the coated hob at
increased productivity over the uncoated hob, This large in-
crease in tool life, combined with the approximate .30%
reduction in machining time, yields a very substantial
27.1% savings in overall hobbing costs per part.

The shaper cutter test data for the 51 tooth automative
gear of Table 4 is for a shaping application which produced
exceptional tool wear reduction ..When the TiN coated 'cut-
ter was initially used at previously established production
rates, the number of gears produced prior to its first
sharpening, that is with TLNcoating on the shapercutter
tooth face, was an astonishing 906 pieces or 12 times the
number of pieces produced with an uncoated cutter. At that
time, the amount of flank wear on the cutter was only .015
compared to .1025for the uncoated cutter. After sharpening
the cutter, thus removing; the TiN coating from the tooth
face, it was found that 225 pieces could be cut before crater-
ing had progressed to the point that it was feared ,cutting ad-
ditional parts would cause tooth breakage. At that time, the
flank wear on the cutter wasonly .005.

Continuing to operate under those productivity condi-
tions and running lots of 225 pieces per .005 of sharpening,
the cutter produced 22,500 parts during its life which
changed the percent of cutter cost per part to the total cost
per part from 21.3% for the uncoated cutter to 2.9% for the
TiN coated cutter. This resulted in an 18.9% total cost sav-
ings per part cut.

However, an even greater savings in total gear shaping
cost would be available by increasing the stroke rate by
201% from 750 to 900 strokes per minute. At the assumed in-
creased wear of .010 per 225 pieces cut, the cutter cost per
part would increase to $0.06 which would still be :$0.21 less
than the cost per part of the uncoated cutter. As shown in
Table 4, the resulting machinlng cost reduction to $0.81
would result in a total savings per part cut of 31.5 %.

Another shaping test of an 8 ..5 NDP 20 tooth 220 right
hand helical gear is listed in Table 5. In this test it was in-
tended to utilize as nearly as possible the same speeds and
feeds with the coated cutter as were being applied in the ex-
isting production line with an uncoated cutter, However,
some slight changes in. stroke rate and depth of cut were
necessary, and their values were adjusted in order to ap-
proximate the same cycle time .. As can be seen in Table 5,
this resulted in an increase of almost 12 times in cutter life
(1755011488) and a total savings per part of 22.6%.



Tab'le :2',TiN Coated HobT ~

HoD Dat.
~TOOINo. I

T·368530I I
IIONo. I II 67041·80·01
,00)( Length I(in. x In.,1 2.75 x 4.00
NOP I 15.58
NPA I (deg) .20
No. Threads 1
Class, I (AGMAI C
No,.Gashes

,

112,

Sharpenable Tooth length (in.) .370
Maler,ial M2
Coating TiNite'"

IPln Data
Part No. 8631142
Malerial 5140HI
Hardness 98·'00 RB
No. Teeth 16

jinlFace Width 1.016
(In)Linear Inches/Part 17.09

Mlchlne Datil!
Make Cleveland
Model No. 1886
Cap'y: Oia x 19 (in. x in.)

(V:r.)Age

II
TIN COlted Hob,

O,perating Olt. !UnCOiled IHo'b :Same :Speedl, Ilncr'd. :Speed
FeeellJor Fe.ell &lor

I Depth Depth:
Hob Speed 15t Cut (rpm/slm) I 200/144 200/144 I 260/187"

2nd CuI (rpm/slm) i

lFeed 1st Cut (in/lrev.) .120 I .t20 .120
2nd Cut (in/lrev.)

Hob Shilt (in/pc.) .006 .006, .012"
Conventional/Climb Climb Climb Climb
Coolanl Oil Oil Oil I
Parts Per Load 1 1 1
Hob Travel (in.) 2.00 I 2.00 2.'00 I

No. Cuts I 1 1 I 1
Hobbing Time (min/pc.) 1.33 1.33 1.02
Machlllmg Time Hourly Aate ($/Hr.)

,
25.00 25.00 25.00

H'obblngl Result. I

Av. INa. Pcs. Per Sharpening I(pcs/Shr'g:) 315 315 I 157*
Av. Stock Per Sharpening (in.) .030 .014 I .014'
No. Sharpellings/Hob 12 26 I 26
Total Pieoes Per Life of Hob (pes/Hob) 4095 8505 I 4239

Ge.r Cutting Cost Anll,YIII
Hob Price ($) 120 120 I 1,20

,IPrice 01 TiN Coaling ($) 48 4B

I ($)
,

Tolal Hob Price 120 168 168
Hob Cost Per Part ($) .03 .02 .04
Hob Savings/Part I ($) .01 -.01
Machiningl Cost/Part ($) .55 .55 .42'
Machining Savings/Pari ,($) 0 .13

, Tots! Cost/Part ($) .58 .57 .46
Total Savings/Part ($) .01 I .12
Hob CoslIParl to f'otal Cosl.IParl (%) 5.2 3.5 I 8.7

, Savings/Part I 1%1 1.7 I 20.7

'Assumed
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Table 3. TliNi Coated H'ob Test

H~ob Data

Tool No. I AD·587326
10 No. 76258·81·01
00 x Length {in. x in.) 3x4
NDP 10.5
NPA (deg) 22°30'
No. Threads 2
Class (AGMA) C
No. Gashes 13
Sharpenable Tooth Length (in.)
Material M2
Coating TiNiteT~

'Pad Data

Part No.1 6835566
Malerial 5130H
Hardness 140 BHN

No. Teelh 19

Face Width (h) 1.44

Linear Inches/Part (in.) 27.4

Machine D81a

I 'Make I Lees-Bradner

Model No.
I

Cap'y Dia x Lg (in. x in.) I
Age (Yr.)

I
I

TiNi Coated Hob,

Operatingl Data IUncoa,ted IHoJb Same Speedl, Ilncr'd.Speedl
Feed Ilor Feedl &/or

Depth Depth
Hob Speed 1st CuI (rpm/sfm) 290/228 290/228 3771.296'

2nd Cut (rpm/sfm)
,Feed 1st CuI (in/rev.) .060 .060 .060

2nd Cut (in/rev.)
Hob Shift (in/pc.) .010 .0025 .005*
Co nvention al/ CIimb
Coolant OIL OIL QIIL

,Parts Per Load 1 1 1:
I,Hob Travel (in.) 2.27 2.27 2.27
No. Cuts 1 1 1
!-lobbing Time (min/pc.) 1.24 1.24 .95
'Machining Time Hourly Rate ($/Hr.) 25.00 25.00 25.00

IH~obbing ResUlts
Av. No. Pes. Per Sharpening (pcs/Shr'g) 250' 959 480'
Av. Stock Per Sharpeninq (in.) .018 .01.2 ..D12'

No. Sharpenings/Hob 8 12 12
Tolal Pieces Per Lile of Hob (pes/Hob) 2000 11511 5760

Gear Cutting Cost Analysis
Hob Price ($) 138.50 1138.50 138.50
Price of TiN Coaling ($) 55.00 55.00
Total Hob Price ($) 138.50 193.50 193.50
Hob Cost Per Part L$) .07 .02 .03
Hob Savings/Part ($) .05 .04

Machining Cost/Part ($) .52 .52 .40
'Machining Savings/Part ($) 0 .12 I

Total Cost/Part ($) .59 .54 .43
Total Savings/Pa.rt ($) .05 .16
Hob Cost/ParI to Total Cost/Part (%) 11.9 3.7 7.0

,Savings/ Part (%) 8.5 27.1

'Assumed
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I TINI Coatedl C'uUer i

Operating IData Uncoated 'Cutter Same Speedl, Incr'd
'
, Spe d

Feed I/or Feed I./or

I
Depth I Depth

TotallJepth OJ Cut (m.) .160 .160 .160
I

Inf,eed/Stroke (fn./8tk.} .001 .001 .001
W,ork Pilch lJiameter (in.) 3.238 3.238 3.238
Infeed Time (min.) .347 .347 .289'

Depth ()n.] .090 .090 .090
I tst Cut IRotary Feed (In./8Ik.) .025 .025 .025,

!
Stroke Rate (StkJmin.) 750 750 900'

Cutling' Time (rnin.) .542 .542 .452 I

I Depth (in.) .055 .055 .055

2nd: CuI Rotary Feed (in./Stk.) .025 .025 .025
Stroke Hate (SIK.lmin.} 750 750 900·

Cutting Time (min.) .542 .54.2 .45.2

. Depth (in .r .015 .015 .01:5
3rd Cut , Hotary Feed (in./Stk.} .015 .015 .015

Stroke Rate I StkJmin.) 750 750 900·
Cutting Time jmin1 .978 .978 .753

Machining Time (min.) ,2.41 2.41 1.95
Pa'MsPer Load 1 1 1
Machining Time Hourly Rate ($/Hr.) 25.00 25.00 25.00
Coolant Solon I Sol Oil Sol Oil

Sh.plng Results
Av. No. Pes. ,per Sharpening (pcs/Shpg.) 75 225 I 225"
Av. Stock PerSharpening (in.) .025 .005 I .01 O·
No. Sharpenings/Cutler (Shpg.lClr.) 20 1!00 50
Total Pieces/life 01 Clr. (pcs.lCtr.j 1500 22500 111250

'Gear Cutting Cosl Analy.ls
Shaper Cutler Prlice ($) 399.00 399.00 399.00
Price of TiN Coaling:. ($) 239.00 .239.00
Total Shaper Cutter Price ($) 399.00 1il38.00 636.00
Cutler Cosl Per Part ($) .27 .03 .06

,CutlerSa~ngs/Part ($) .24 .21
Machining Cost/Pal'! ($) 1.00 1.00 .81
Machining Savings/ Part ($) 0 .19
Total Cost/Part ($) 1.27 1.03 .87

, Total Savings/Part ($) .24 .40
Cutler Cost/Part-to Total Cost/Part (%) 21.3 2,9 6.9
Savings/Part i (%) 18.9 31.5

Table 4. TiN Coaled Shaper 'Cutter Test.

I S'hape.r Culler Data

I
Tool No.

I ID No 65356-80-01
I

I PO x L'englh (in. x in.) 4.0886 )( .975
i

I NO? 18.7773
NPA (deg) 20
No. Teeth 66
Class (B-C) 3,

Hahx Angle/Hand (deg) 33/RH
Sharpenable Tooth Length (in.) .500
Malerial , M2
Coaling I TiNite"'

·Assumed

IPal'll Data I

Part No.
Internal/External External

I Material

Hardness
No. T,eelh 51
Face Widlh (in.)
Herix Angle (deg) 33
linear lfilches/Part (in.)

IMachlne Dal. I

I

,

Make
,

,

Model No. I
Cap'y: Dia )( LG (in. x in.) I'

Age (Yr.) I
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i TIN Coaled Cutter i

, Same' Speed.
,

Iiner'd. SpeedO,pera,tlng IData Uncoated Cutter
Feed &/or Feed! &/or

Depth Dt!Pth
Total Depth Of Cut (in.) .333 .333 .333
Infeed/Stroke (in./St'k.) .00136 .00136 .00136
Work Pitch Diameter (ir1J 2.5377 I 2.5377 2'.5377
l,nreed~Ti me (min.) .790 .706 .706

I

Depth (in.) .166 .166 .261'
lsI Cut Rotary Feed fin./Stk~ .0326 .0326 .0326

Stroke Rale @tl<.lmin.) 400 448 448
Culling Time (min.) .611 I .546 .546

I Depth (in.) .095 .095 .072'
2nd CuI Rotary Feed (in.lStk.) .0326 .0326 .012

Stroke Rate (Stk.lmin.) 400 448 672
,

Culting Time (min.) .611 .546 .988 I

(iD·l
I

Deplh I .072 .072 -·
3rd CuI I Rotary Feed (in./Slk.) .0115 .009 -·

I
Stroke Rate (Stk.lmin.) 600 67,2 ·I -

(min.)
,

Cutting Time 1.155 1.318 -•
Machining Time (min.) 3.167 3.116 2.240
Parts Per Load 1 li 1
Machining TimeHourly IRate ($/Hr.) 25.00 25.00 25.00

I Coolant Oil Oill Oil

I .
~Shaplng IResults

II Av. No. Pes. PerSharpening (pcs/Shpg.) 48 225 112~

Av. Siock Per Sharpening (in.) .020 .008 .OOS*
No. Sha.rpenings/Cutter (Shrg.lCtr.) 31 78 78
Total Pieces/Life of Ctr. (pcs.lCtrJ. 1488 17550 8775

Gear Cutting COlt ,A_nalysls
Shaper Cutler Price ($) 676.48 676.4S 676.4S
,Price of TiN Coating (1) 136.00 1,36.00
Tolal Shaper Cutter Price J$J 676.48 812.48 812.48
Cutter Cost Per Part ($) .45 .05 ..09

,

Cutter Savings/Part ($) •.40 .36
I Machining Cost/Part I ($) I 1.32 1.32 .9'3
I 'Machining Savings/Part ($) 0 I .39'
, Total Cost/Part ($) 1'.77 1.37 1.02
Total Savings/ParI ($) .40 .75
Cutter Cost/Part To Total Cost/Part (%) .25.4 3.6 B.8

LSavings/Part (%) .22.6 42.4

Table 5. TIN Coaled S'haper Cutl.erTesl

I, Shaper Cutter Dala
Tool No. FGS-4749
10 No. 80238-82 -00
PO x Length Itin. x in.) I 4.40 x 1.25,

NDP I 8.5
NPA (deg) 22°30'

I

No. Teeth 36
(B-C)

,

Class , 3
Helix Angle/Hand (deg)

,

22/LH
Sharpenable Tooth Leng,th (in.) .625
Malerial 'M2
Coaling , TiNiterM

22 Gear lechnolog,y

II Part Datal I

Part No. I 110-22-080-002

Internal/External I External

Material 4027H

Hardness
No. Teeth I 20 !

Face Width (in.)
,

1.1:8

Helix Angle (deg) 22/RH
Linear Inches/Part (in.) 25.4

Machine Data

Make 8-G

Model No. HD 1150

.C'!lfy_ Dia x Lg (in. x in.) 6 x 1.57

Age , (Yr.) 11



Table 6'.T'ool CostVs. Mlac!hining Cosllper piece ,0' Uncoated and, TIINIC'oaled Tools

I~
TIN Co.led I

IF,r,om Wente Cosls/Savln'9s Uncoated Same :S:peed, Iincreased
Ta'b'le Material F,eedl I Depth Speed, IFeed

I I/or Depth

I

275)( 4
1558 NOP Tool Cost/PC $ , 03 .02 .04"

2 UN:G HOB Machining Cost/PC s .55 .55 .42
I M2 Tool Cost of Total % 52 3.5 8.7

5140H Savings/PC % - 1.7 20.1
100 RB

3)(4

I

I

10.5 NDP Tool Cos!/PC $ .07 .0.2 .03'

3 UNG HOB Machining Cost! PC $ .52

I

.52 ,40
M2 Tool Cost of Tctai % 11.9 3.7 7.0

5130H

I

Savings/PC % - 8.5 ,271
140 BHN

4 0886x 975
187773 NOP Tool Cost/PC s .27 .03 .06·

It Shaper Machining: Cost/PC $ 1.00 1.00 .81
Culler Tool Cost of Total % 21.3 2.9 6.9
M2 Savings/PC % - 18.'9 31.5

I

II

440)(1.25
,

85 NOP Tool Cost/PC s .45 I .05 .09"
5 Shaper Machining Cost/PC $ 1.32 1.32 .9,3

l
Cutter Tool Cost of Total % 25.4 3.6 B.8
M2 Savings/PC % - 22.6 42.4

4027H

The above summary combined With Similar testsfrom a number 01 other applications indicates the following values are realistic.

'Assumed

Too'l Condition IP,roduclion Rales, Tolal Savings %,

Existing
EXisting

Increased

Uncoaled
TiN Coaled
TiN: Coated

During the course of testing. the TiN coated cuUer it was
suggested that it would be appropriate to reduce the number
of cuts from. ItwO to three in orderto inCf\ease overall pro-
ductivity,

Therefore. the assumptions in establishjng the calcula-
tions for Table S were that combining the depth for Ute
original first and second cu.tand holding the average
sharpening stock to .006 would result in being able to' cut
112 gears per sharpening. This increase in productivity
would reduce the machining cost per part by $0.39 and pro-
vide a total savings per pa:rt42.4%,

The economic results of Tables 2 through 5 are sum-
marized in Table 6 for easy ref,erence where it can be seen
that fo.r 8 to, 210OP high production gear tools the' maximum
savings potential is available in utilizing TiN coated tools at
increased production rates, It is possible to save 20 'to 40%
,of the gear cuuirtg costs.

Too'l Cost %
Tota'i Cost

51025
2105

510110
210.20

201040

New Coating Developments
As noted earlier, the applica'tion of titanium nitride

coatings ,to gear cutting tools i.s relatively new. The major
coatings which have proven advantageous to-date are
'titanium carbide and titanium nitride. CUll'ently, titanium
carbide is being applied primarily by the CVD process.
Work is being done to enable titanium earbide coating by
the PVD process. Titanium carbide has the advantage in
that its ha-rdness is approximately Rockwell C 90 which .is.
somehwat harder than the titanium nitride coating at
Rockwell C 85. However, titanium carbid is more' brittl
and must be utilized with more care. It also has a higher
coefficien'l of friction which would generate more heat and
higher too~ loads. At present, the CVD proc-ess often is

(Continued ol'l,:1&Jge 48)
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CNCCo'ntrolled CBN
F Grindinorm ·.nn-· g

by Dennis R. Gitmpert
American Pfau~er Limited

Introduction to CBN
Borazon is a superabrasive material originally developed

by General. Electric in 1969, (Figure 1). It is a high perfor-
mance material for machining of high alloy ferrous and
super alloy materials. Borazon CBN- Cubic Born Nitride
- is manufactured with a high temperature, high pressure
process similar to that utilized with man-made diamond.
Borazon is, next to diamond, the hardest abrasive known; it
is more than twice as hard as aluminum oxide. It has an ex-
tremely high thermal strength compared to diamond,
(Figures 2 & 3). It is also much less chemically reactive with
iron, cobalt or nickel alloys.

Traditionally, aluminum oxide wheels have been utilized
in production grinding operations. In practice, eBN wheels
have advantages due to their hardness and thermal stability.
In general, CBN wheels are 3000 to 4000 more wear resistant
than aluminum oxide. Since aluminum oxide wheels wear
much more rapidly, this wheel must be dressed and/or sized
frequently. Further, aluminum oxide wheels must be
changed more often with higher machine tool downtime.

In April of 1981, newer eBN materials were introduced
by General Electric with their 550, 560 and 570 series. These
CBN crystals are micro-crystalline in structure versus con-
ventional CBN which has a single crystal structure. What
does the micro-crystalline structure provide? This newer
CBN material is composed of micron size (1 urn, ..000040')
crystals. Thus, as the CBN cutting edges becomes dull, any
fracturing that occurs to the crystal is microscopic in nature
versus large scale fracturing as in the traditional CBN. The
550, 560 & 570 type eBN is self sharpening and will remain
sharp throughout its life. A new range of workpiece

Figure 1- Cubic Boron Nitride crystals
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material applications is now possible; medium hardness
steels, forgings, casting and the concept of abrasive machin-
ing from the rough or solid part can be effectively and
economically done. Another advantage of the newer micro-
crystalline eBN is its higher thermal stability; approxim-
ately 2000e higher than the single crystal CBN.

CBN Machining
To understand how eBN "grinds", or more correctly

machines, it is useful to think of it as a milling process rather
than as a grinding process. Each exposed CBN crystal is, in
effect,. like the tooth of ill milling cutter .. Consider then, the
thousands of consistently sharp cutting edges which are ex-
posed to the workpiece and making chips, (Figure 4). Creep
feed, (w:ithout stickslip effect), and heavy infeed are applied
to give the CBN time to cut much in the same way as a mill-
ing cutter is fed through its cut, based uponch:ip load per
cutting tooth. Swarf collected from CBN machines consists
of tiny chips similar to those from a milling operation. The
chip making action also reduces heat generation which is a

1E-3ON READER REPLY CARD



f:1p!'e 4l - M.iO'o Photogaph Qr CBN plated form wheel

constant problem with duHaluminum oxide wheels.
Aluminum oxide also tends 'to' burnish rather than cui a
material, which increases heat and reduces metal removal
rates.

The effective applicarion of coolant Ito the workpiece and
CBN wheel is critical. Coolant is utilized for two purposes;
as a. lubricant for the cutting process and to dissipate heat,
When CBN is propedy utilized, the workpiece win remain
cool and show no thermal damage. Any heat Ithat is
generated during the process is transferred to the drip and
coolant medium. Lubricity is important 'to prevent
workpiece chips from adhering to the wheel and .reducing
the CBN machine efficiency, Many different coolants have
been utilized from straight mineral eil to a,10% soluble oil.
The Kapp Company recommends Texaco' Teansultex Type
A cutti.ng oil which hasa sulfur chlorinated base. In high
metaJ removal condltions, flow rates of 150 lImin (40
gaUmin) are recommended.

A stiff rigid machine tool is required to successfuUyapply
CBN Itechniques, The machine should be equ:ipped with
such modern items as ball-screw drives for feed slides, way
materials with low ,coefficients of friction and high dampen-
ing qualities and intensive coolant .flooding of the grinding
lone. The grinding spindle must be both a precision runnlag
spindle and of a rigid design. Although horsepower reqeired
is not high due to the efficient CBN ,chip making process, it
is normally greater than on traditional grinding machines ..
Lower horsepower will not allow full advantag of CBN
capebilities, The General Electric Company recommends a
minimum of 2 to 3, spindle horsepower for each inch of CBN
wheel width on a 6 to 10 inch diameter wheel .. Another good
machine ~eature is an electric load meter. As the CBN wear
down, the cuuing 'efficiency decreases whjch results in a
higher spinclle power load. With a lead meter, it is possible
to monitor this ,cutting efficiency and to replace (and
replate) the CON wheel at the desired point,

CBN E1ectropb:ted Wheels
Until recently, Borazon has been primarily' U'tilized in

resin or metal bond wheels. This bonded wheel was dressed
and/or conditioned to ,expose the grain. Further, the bonded

wheel required periodic redressing to maintain correct form
due to the bond tailing. Worth repeating, is the fact that this
redressing was required since the CBN crystal simply was no
longer supported by the bonding material. If the form had a
complex or highly accurate geometry, costly dr1!Ssiingrolls
or equipment were needed. In some traditional. aluminum
oxide form. grinding applications, 25% of the total grinding
time is spent on dres ing. In small diameter form wheel ap-
plications, the problems of traditional dressing and truing
becomes even greater,

A solution to 'the problem of maintaining a true form is
the electroplated CBN wheel, (Figure 5). The high Ionnac-
curacy is achieved by the use of a precision machined Iorm
wheel with a single layer of galvanically bonded CBN. This
electroplated boncling is nickel with sufficienl pladng to cap-
ture approximately 50% of the 'crystal. Since the form whee]
is precisely controlled, the need. for wheel dressing is com-
pletely eliminated, Further, after the CBN form wheel. has
worn, it can be stripped of the remaining CBN crystals and
reooated. A prime example of successful plated CBN wheel
application is 'the grinding of internal ball tracks of constant
velocity joints. In. one case, an electroplated wheel was able
to grind 200 parts. Previous aluminum oxide wheels ground
less than 3 parts before ,dressing was required.

Future developments with electroplated CBN wheels look
promising. Present wheel surface speeds are limited, to an
extent, by present machine and grinding spindle design.
With higher wheel speeds of u.p Ito 100 m/second (20,000
sfpm), wheel life and material removal rates can both be in.-
creased ..Work is presently underway with magnetic bearing
designs to. allow higher wheel speeds wit h small diameter
wheels. Another problem to be solved with increased wheel
speeds is the critical requirement of proper coolant applica-
tion. As wheel speeds increase, the phenomenon of high-
speed ail' barrier occurs. This phenomenon makes the ap-
plication of coolant at the wheeland workpiece more dif-
ficult. Wheel manufacturers are now experimenting with
slotted wheel designs. and direct coolant application throQgh
integrated coolant holes in the wheel itself,

FI8U"! 5 - CBN plated ,form wheel
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Conclusion
The use of Borazon CBN form grinding represents one of

the most significant process developments For soft and hard
machining in the last 50 years. With multi-axis CNC
machine tools, the process is repeatable and precise with
setups a simple matter of recalling axis and feed data from
memory asa coded parts program. CBN is no longer an "e.x-
pensive" method done only when no other way is possible.
It now competes with milling, shaping and other finishing
processes by metal cutting and, in some instances, even
against rough cutting, Any form machinable by a disc or
pencil type milling cutter or grinding wheel can be ground
by CBN form grinding. On tough materials such as
stainless, inconel and the h'gh nickel content types, CBN
may be the only "practical" method of finishing.

Advantages of Electropla~ed CON Form Wheels
1) Accurate control of form
2) Maintain modified profile due to form incorporation in

wheel
3) Possible to grind finer forms from the solid where heat

treatment allows
4) Non-standard forms can be ground, i.e, gerotors or

compressor screw rotor
S) Can grind full form, including root
6) No dressing is required
7) CBN wheels can be stripped and recoated hence, low

cost per workpiece
.8) Free cutting without heat checking
9) Moreeconomical than vitrified wheels on a production

basis
10) Long life. CBN wheel life has an average of 10,000 times

the diameter of the wheel equal to linear units of form
length ground

11) Reduced grinding time
12), Low machine wear due to creep feeds and absence of

grinding dust
13) High precision

Disadvantages of Electroplated eRN Form Wheels
1) Requires CBN form wheel for each distinct fonn
2) Lead time required to design and manufacture form

wheel

Production Examples

Hob Sharpening

Wheel Data

15 degree CBN electroplated wheel
200 mm, (7.87") diameter

Hob Data
5 Pitch
145 mm, (5.75") face width
14 gashes
Material M3
.BO mm, (.03r), wear

Machine Data
Kapp Model AS204GT Hob Sharpener

28 Gear TechnologV

Grinding Wheel
1370 surface meters (4500 surface feet)
2030 mm, (80') stroke per minute
.20 mm, (.OOS·) stock removal per pass

Total Grinding Time
12.5 minutes

Quality
MCTl Class AA

Internal Gear Grinding

Wheel Data
CBN Electroplated Wheel
65 mm (2.56") Diameter

Part Data
20/40 Pitch
114 Teeth
30 mm (LIS") Face
1.37 mm (,054") Whole Depth
Material - High Heat Resistant

Machine Data
Kapp VIG335CNC Internal Gear Grinder

Grinding Data
Pieces Per Load
Stock Removal

1

Number of Passes
Feed Rate

Roughing 1.0 mm (.039")
Finishing .3 mm (.012")
2
Roughing 300 mm (11.81")
Finishing 300 mm (11.81")

Total Grinding Time
90 Minutes Per Piece

External Gear Grinding
Wheel Data

CBN electroplated wheel
250 mrn, (9.84") diameter

Part Data
6.35 Pitch
30 Teeth
40 mm, (1.61") face
8.9 mm, (.350') whole depth
AIS] E52100 material
Rc 62 hardness

Machine Data
Kapp Model VAS481 CN C External Gear Grinder

Grinding Data
Pieces per load - 2
Stock removal per flank .1mm (.004")
Number of passes- 1
1370 surface meters (4500 surface feet) per minute
600 mm (23.6") per minute feed rate
6000 mm (236.10") per minute rapid return

Total Grinding Time
6.0 minutes per load
3.0 minutes per piece

(Continued on page 46)
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GOULDS ,"EBERHARDT

cndtnnovotton
partners with technology

As we start our 151st year in the manufacture of gear rnaklnq equipment continuing our poUcy of in-
novation, we look back to the year 1889 when we introduced our first fully automatic gear cuUing
machine. We cannot help but wonder what the craftsmen who designed and assembled that revelution-
ary machine' would think 01 the technology that Gould & Eberhardt Gear is using today ..
COMiPUTERTECHNOLOGY! In the past four years more than seventy percent of tne macntnss shipped
by Goul,d & Eberhardt have been electronicaHy controtlad, either by mlero.proeessors or micro-
processor based Computer Numerical Control. Gone am the handwheels, levers, and llneshatts that
used to drive the rneehanleal machines of yesterday.
COMPUTER TEC!HNOLOG,Y! lin the design of our gears and gear boxes. Computer assistance iln the
processing and invoiciing:of orders; in control and manipulation of 9ag'in91,inventory and quallty control.
consider our Ila.ndmarkinnovations stnce our very beg:inning:

·18511- THE FIIRSTSHIA!PER "1977- OUR FIIRST1251NCH INDUC·
·18511- THE FIRST GEAR CUTIlING TION HARDENER - MICRO·

MAC'HIN'E PROCESSOR CONTROllED
"1889 - THE FIRSI AUTOMATIC ·1978 - OUR FIIRST"GASHER"-

GEAR CUTTING MACHINE HIGH HORSEPOWEIRGEA.RAND
·1906 - THE F'IRST SPROCKET MilLER

GEAR HOBBING MACHINE ·1980 - THE FIRST COMPUTER NUMERIC·
·WORLD WA!RI - WAR PRODUCTION! ALLY CONTROLL!ED "GASHER"

MACHINES, MARINE GEARS ·1982 - OUIAFIRST GEAIAHOSBER
'WORLDWAIA 11- WAR PRODUCTION FULLYCOMPUTEIA CONTROllEI)

MACHINES - HUGE DOUBLE ·1984 - 102 liNCH DIAMETER COMPUTER
STANCHION HOBBERS CONTROLLED INDEX TABLE

GOULo
eC;iEB$E

1RHARDT
'GEAIR MACHINERY CORPORATION

FOUindedl1833
Webster, !Mass.



BACK TO BASICS. • •

Gear Design
National Broach and Machine Division ,of

Lear Siegler, Inc.

A gear can be defined as a toothed wheel which, when
meshed with another toothed wheel with similar configura-
tion, will transmit rotation from one shaft to another.
Depending upon the type and accuracy of motion desired,
the gears and the profiles of the gear teeth can be of almost
any form.

Gears come in all shapes and sizes from square to circular,
elliptical to conical and from as small as a pinhead to as
large asa house. They are used to provide positive transmis-
sion of both motion and power. Most generally, gear teeth
are equally spaced around the periphery of the gear.

The original gear teeth were wooden pegs driven into the
periphery of wooden wheels and driven by other wooden
wheels of similar construction ..As man's progress in the use
of gears, and the form of the gear teeth changed to suit the
application. The contacting sides or profiles of the teeth
changed in shape until eventually they became parts of
regular curves which were easily defined.

To obtain correct tooth action, (constant instantaneous
relative motion between two engaging gears), the common
normal of the curves of the two teeth in mesh must pass
through the common point, or point of contact, of the pitch
circles of the two wheels, Fig. 1-1. The common normal to a
pair of tooth curves is the line along which the normal
pressure between 'the teeth is exerted. It is not necessarily a
straight line. Profiles of gear teeth may be any type or types
of curves, provided that they satisfy the law of contact just
defined. However, manufacturing considerations limit the
profiles to simple curves belonging to the circle group, or
those which can be readily generated or f.orm cut, as with
gear cutters on standard milling machines ..

Because of inherent good properties and easy reproduc-
ibility, the family of cycloid curves was adopted early (1674)
and used extensively for gear tooth profiles. The common

..-..-.-
"

~---

,,-
---::-~

COMMON NORMAL
OF TOOTH CURVES

--

FIG. l"l-For constant instantaneous relative motion between two engag-
ing gears, the common normal of thecurves of the two 'teeth in mesh must
pass through the common point, or point of contact, of the pitch circles of
the two gears.
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Fig. 1-2- The common normal of cycloidal gears is a. curve which varies
from a maximum inclination with respect to the common tangent at the
pitch point to coincidence with the direction of this tangent. For cycloidal
gears rotating as shown here. the arc B'P is theArc of Approach, and the all;

PA, the Arc of Recess.

norma] of cydoidal gears isa curve, Fig. 1-2, which is not of
a fixed direction, but varies from. a maximum inclination
with respect to the common tangent at the pitch point to
coincidence with the direction of this tangent. Cydoidal
gears roll with the direction of this tangent. Cycloidal gears
roll with conjugate tooth action providing constant power
with uninterrupted rotary motion ..One disadvantage of this
type of gear is that the center distance between mates must
be held to fairly close tolerances, otherwise mating gears
will not perform satisfactorily.

The involute curve was first recommended for gear tooth
profiles in the year 1694 but was not commonly used until
150 years later. The curve is generated by the end of a taut
line as it is unwound from the circumference of a circle, Fig ..
1~3. The circle from which the line is unwound is commonly
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Fig. 1-3-The Involute tooth form used for virtually all gearing today is
generated by the end ofa taut line as it is unwound from the circumference
'0£ a circle. The circle from which the line is unwound is the Base Circle.
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B-I_][-4- The common normal of involute gear teeth is a straight IineAB'.

known as the' "base circle". The common normal of involute
gear teeth is a straight line (AB, in Fig. 1-4). Gears of this
'type satisfy all the requirements for smonthvaccurete and
continuous motion. Gears with involute tooth profile are
very flexible in both geometric modificati ..on and center
distance variation.

There have been many other types of gear tooth forms,
some related to the involute curve, One particular type of
recent interest is the "circular arc" gear {where the profile is
an arc from the circumference of a.circle}. Pirst proposed in
t.his country by Ernest Wildhaber in 'the 1920's, the circular
arc gear was recently introduced by the Russians as the
"Novikov" tooth form .. These profiles are not conjugate.
Gears with this tooth form depend upon helical overlapping
of the teeth in order to roll continuously. This can and does
create face width size and end thrust problems,

At the present time, except for clock and watch gears, the
involute curve is almost exclusively used for gear tooth pro-
files, Therefore, except for an occasional comment, the
following discussion will cover some 'of the basic elements
and modifications used in the design of involute tooth
form gears.

RaHo
The primary purpose of gears is to transmit motion and at

the same time, multiply either torque or speed, Torque is a
function of the horsepower and speed of the power source.
It is an indication of the power transmitted through a driv-
ing shaft and from it the gear tooth loads are ealculated. The
loads applied to gear trains can vary from practically

Fig. 11-5-Ratios of the gear 'teeth in this hypothetical hoist drive would de-
pend upon weight (~to, belifted and torque (n available from the motor.

nothing to several. tons or more. Gears, properly designed
and meshed .together in mating pairs, can multiply the
torque and reduce the higher rotational speed of a power
producing source to the slower speeds needed to enable 'the
existing power to move the load. Where application requires
speed rather than torque, the process if reversed to increase
the speed of the power source.

Rotational speeds of the shafts involved in power trans-
mission are inversely proportional to' the numbers ,of teeth
(not the pitch diameters) in the gears mounted on the shafts.
With the relative speed of one member of a pair of gears
known, the speed of the mating gear is easily obtained by
the equation:

Where Np and NG = Number of teeth in pinion and gear.
np and nG = Revolutions per minute (rpm) of pi-

nion and gear respectively,

The ratio of speed to torque is of the utmost importance
in the design of gear teeth to transmitand use the power. A
typical case would involve the design of the gearing for a
hoist to raise a certain weight (W) ata uniform speed, when
making use of a motor with a given horsepower (hp) run-
ning at a given speed (rpm) and driving through a pinion
with number of teeth Np, Fig. 1-5.

Obviously, the ratio of the gear teeth and the number of
gears needed depend entirely upon the application and the
power source'.

Ve10dty
Circumferential velocity is an important factor present in

all running gears. Its value is obtained by multiplying the
circumference of a givencircle by the rpm of the shaft. [n
reference to the pitch circle .it is generally referred 10, as
"pitch line velocity" and expressed as "inches per minute" or
"feet per minute",

Circumferential velocities in a complex gear train have 3.

direct effect on theloads to be carried by each pair of gears.
As the load W, in Fig. 1-5, is shown tangent to the perephery
of the final cylinder, 50 'the loads on gear teeth are appli d
tangent to the pitch diameters and normal to the gear tooth
profile. Since the rpm's of mating gears are inversely pro-
portional to the numbers of teeth, it can be shown that the
pitch line velocities of the two gears are equal and the loads
carried by their respective teeth win also be equal.

Elements of Gear "feeth
A very excellent reference for the names, description and.

definition of the various elements in gears is the American
Gear Manufacturers Association (AGMA) Standard entitled
"Gear Nomenclature",

Pitch
Pitch is generally defined as 'the distance between equally

spaced points or surfaces .a100g 3 given line or 'curve. Ona
cylindrical gear it is the arc length between similar points on
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Fig. 1-6-CirculRr Pitch of gear teeth is the arc: length .along the pitch circle
between identical points on successive teeth,

successive teeth and is known as circular pitch (p). See Fig.
1..6. Therefore. by definition. ctrcular pitch of gear teeth isa
function of circumference and numbers of teeth, varying
with diameter and evolving into straight lLneelements as
shown in Figs. 1-7and 1-8. In Fig ..1..7 the t,eeth are shown as
heUcaI, or at an angle to the axis of the gear cylinder. If the
teeth were parallel to the axes they would be straight or spur
teeth as they are more oommonly caned. With spur teeth,
Fig. 1..7, the normal ,cir,cularpitch ..and the !transverse circuLu
pitch would be equal. and the .uial pitch (a straight line ele-
ment) would be infinite.

One of the most important pitch classifications in an in-
volute gear is the one termed base pitch, in .Fig. 1",,8.Pri-
marily,. it is the circular pitch on the perimeter of the base
circle. but by definition of the involute curve Ithe arc
distance becomes the linear normal distance between cor-
responding sides, of adjacent teeth when raised to position as
part of the taut line. In spur gears there is only one base
pitch to consider. On the other hand, in helical gears, base
pitch is definable in the section normal to the helix angle
(normal base pitch), parallel to the gear axis '(axial base
pitch) and perpendicular to ,the gear axis (transverse base
pitch), Fig .. 1-9. Since the gear teeth are ,equally spaced, it
becomes apparent that in erderto roll together properly,
two gears must have the same base pitch. More specifically,
two mating involute gears must have the :sarnenormal
base pilch ..

OriginaUy gears were classified and calculated beginning
with circular pitch. With the number of teeth (N) and the

.TRANSVE RSE
CIRCULAR PITCH

AXIAL PilCH

fig ..1~1-For helical gear teeth. pitch :may be me wred along .a line normal
to the gear teeth (Nomlld Cirelliill' P.iuh). in a direction perpendicular to' ,the
axis of rotation (T ~lllmleTSe CiTcuillT Pilch:).md ina direct ionparallel to the
axis ·of rotation (Axial Pitch).
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circular pitch (p) given, the circumference of !the drcleand
consequently the pitch diameter (D) can be calculated from

Nx p
D =--

'lr

For simplification, developers of gear design techniques
created a separate term for the value of 'lr divided by circular
pitch ('/rIp). This is diametral pi.tcl1. (P) Fig. 1-10whidt is the
ratio of lteethto the pitch diameter in inches. It is a number,
it cannot be seen or measured. However, 'the system
developed since the inoeption of diametral pitch is used
almost e~dusively wherever the decimal system of measur-
ing is used.

Diametral pitch regulates the proportions or size of the
gear teeth. The number of gear teeth and the diametral pitch
regulate the size of the gear. Therefore, for a known Imld to
be transmitted, the pitch is chosen which in turn determines
'the number of teeth to suit the desired ratio and size of gear.
The number of teeth di.vided by the diametral pitch pro-
duces the diameter of the gear pitch circle, fig. 1-9. The part
of the 'tooLn above the pitch circle is called the add.end.um
and the lower part dedendum, Fig. 1-11. Two addendums
added to the pitch diameter equal the outside diameter of
the gear. -

PITCH cmeliE

BASE CIRCLE

R8. I.e-BlUe Pitch and Al'Igular Pifchas defined by this drawing are im-
,Portan,lgear terms .. In order to roll together properly. involute gears must
have the same Nannal Base Pitch.

HELICAL IRACK

AXI'AL iBASE

fig. 1-9- This drawing defines Transverse Base Pitch. Nanna} Base Pitch
and AtiQ/ Base Pifl:h for a helical rack.

Pressure .angles
Pressureangles in involute gears are gener.aUy designated

by the greek letter phi (til). with subscripts to denote the
various sections and diameters of the geartooth,Fig. 1-12.
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Ag. i!.-IIl'-'~ar teeth of difffienl diamnral pitch, (u11size, 20-Deg. pressure angIe.

An involute curve is evolved from origin point A on a
base cirde. The point P ona taut line containing point B
describes the curve. The taut line is tangent to the base eircle
at point B, and normal to the iln.volute curve at P. This line
segment SF is known as the radius, of curvature of the in-
volute curve at point Pand is equal in length the arc AB.
The angle f sub tended by the arc AB is lh - roll angle of the
involute Itothe point P. The angle between OF (radius r) and
DB (base radius rJ is the pressure ,angle !p' at point F. Angle
If) between the origin OA and radius OP is the polar angle of
point F. (The polar angIe ,(J and the radius r are the polar
,coordinates of point P' on the involute curve). When given
in radians, angle 0' is known. as the involu~e function of the
pressure angle 8 and is used ,extensively in gear calculations.

OUlSIDE OIA. CIRCLE

PITCH CIRCLE

Rg .. l-11-The pertion of a gear tooth above the' pitch circle is called the
Addendum; the' portion of the tooth below the pitch circle is called the
Dedmdum.

Fla. 1-12- This drawing defines Roll Angle (El'. P.rl!ssure Angle (tJ) and
PollIl' Angle (9).

16 P

FIg. 1"13-Whm two involute teeth are brought into con tiKI and made
'tangent al a potnt P,pres5W_ a.ngle " is equal to both.

When two involut - curves are brnught together as pro-
files of gear teeth and are made tangent at a poin.t P, the
pressure angle ,9 is equal on both members, Fig. 1-13. The
line BB ' is the ,common normal passing through th .point of
contact P and is tangent to both base circles. An ,contact and
tooth action will 'take place along the common 1'\ rmal. If
one member is rotated, the involute cueves wfll slide
together and drive the other member in the opposite
direction.

The pressure angle through the point o.f contact of a pair
of involute curves is governed by r,egulating the distances
between the centers of their respective base circl ss. A gear
does not really have a pressure angle until its Involute
curved profile is brought into contact with a mating curve as
defined in Fig, 1-13. At Ithat time 'the pressure angle 6'
becomes the operating or rolling pressure angle between the
mating gears. For a given center distanc , C, and base' circle
diameters, th rolling pressure angle is determined by Ithe
expression,
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Similar to the pitch element, the pressure angles of a spur
gear are only in a plane normal to the gear axis .. In helical
gears, pressure angles are defined in three planes. The
transverse pressure angle is normal to the gear axis or
parallel to the gear face. Normal pressure angle is in the
plane or section which is normal or perpendicular to the
helix. In the plane of the gear axis the pressure angle is
termed axial. This plane is used mostly in reference to in-
volute heHcoid.s with very high helix angles such as worms
or threads,

As at point P the pressure angle at any radius greater than
the given base radius may be defined as

The-actual rolling or operating pressure angle of a pair of
gears is chosen by the designer as the most practical for his
application. Several things should be considered, among
which is the strength of the resulting tooth and its ability to
withstand the specified load. Another important item is the
rate of profile sliding, as mentioned earlier. However, the
majority of involute gears are in a standard use class which
can be made using methods and tooth proportions which
are well proven, Generally, involute gears roll at pressure
angles ranging from 14Y2° to' 30". Standard spur gears for
general use are usually made with 200 pressure angle, The
normal pressure angle of standard helical gears ranges from
14% 0 to 18ljz 0 and sometimes 20". The higher pressure
angles (25"-30") are generally used in gear pumps. In stand-
ard gears 'these pressure angles are generally (but not
always) the operating angle between mates. Usually the
given pressure angle is the same as derived from the normal
base pitch and selected normal diametral pitch, or

PfmPn
cos <P11· = --

'I'

Diametral PItch, Numbers 'of TeeLh and Pitch Circles
The number of factors which control. or are controlled by

diametral pitch would probably confound the inexperienced
gear designer .. Among these are: strength required of the
gear teeth, the number of teeth to' provide a given ratio, and
size of the pitch cirdes to satisfy center distance or space re-
quirements. H becomes obvious that pitch, number of teeth
and pitch diameters are dependent upon and regulate
each other.

Load to be transmitted by gear teeth will most certainly
dictate tooth thickness which is regulated by diametral
pitch. Choice of a pitch to handle a given load is one of the
more difficult tasks for the gear designer. The inexperienced
will probably design more than one set of gears for a given
load before finalizing the design" with the proper power
rating. Actually, there is no method of choosing a pitch in
advance which wiHcarry a given load.

Once the torque is established, tables are available to aid
in. selection of a diametral pitch. After the basic gear design
is completed, there are standard equations to "rate" the
gears with the maximum load carrying capacity, to be com-
pared against the orginai torque .. If they are then under- or

34 Gear technology

over-designed, corrections must be made. Sometimes a
complete new design is required. Tooth load is not the only
criterion in choosing the diametral pitch and consequently
the number of teeth. v,ery often the tooth load is not a
critical factor at all and is replaced by problems of correct
speed, ratio and center distance.

Quite often when the load is small, or not even an impor-
tant factor, consideration should be given to using fine pit-
ches such as 12 to 20, or even finer. When applicable, the
fine pitch gear offers longer service, greater capacity, and
better production control. This is because there are more
teeth for a given pitch diameter with finer pitch. This means
there wiU be more teeth in mesh at any given instant and less
load on each individual tooth. Since the fine pitch gear has a
relatively shorter active profile, there is less sliding between
profiles than with coarser pitch gears. This reduces the
possibility of fatigue failure.

The diametral pitch referred to is usually the pitch of the
tool producing the gear teeth and is known as the generating
pitch. The chosen pressure angle is considered at 'the
diametral pitch, or more specifically, at the pitch diameter,
D.

o N

P

By definition, the pitch diameter is proportional to the
diametral pitch and the number of teeth, and the base
diameter is the product of the pitch diameter and cosine oi
the pressure angle, Fig. 1-14.

, 0

Fig. 1-14-Base Diameter (Db) is twice the base radius (rb) or the product of
the pitch diameter (D) and the cosine of the pressure angle (</».



In most cases a ratio controlling the amount of increase or
decrease of rotational speeds is determined before the design
ofa gear set. The center distance (r + r') is usually defined
approximately by space limitations or may be given as a
previously set dimension. Nominal rolling pitch circle
diameters can be approximated throegh use of the given
ratio and center distance. For example, if the desired ratio is
3 to 1, one pitch diameter will be three times larger than the
other. The numbers of teeth to be used in 'the gears are prod-
ucts of the pitch diameter and the chosen diarnetral pitch.

N = PH

With the number of teeth defined, the next step is the design
of the gear tooth and its mate.

I

1-
fig. I-IS-Circular space width and circular tooth thickness defined. When
dealing with these measurements, the diameter at which they are measured
must be specified.

The "Ieeth
The elements which describe and regulate the gear tooth

proportions are more or less standardized under the
diametral pitch system ..Most of the circular dimensions are
shown in Fig. 1-8 with the radial dimensions shown in Fig.
1-11. In Fig. 1-15, the tooth and space thicknesses are il-
lustrated. These dimensions may be given or calculated at
any defined diameter.

Gear teeth having involute profifes are very versatile and
adaptable to the many variations that may be required, A
large percentage of involute gears have standard. 'teeth.

fig. 1-16-Pracl.ical gear teeth usually are thinned to provide a certain
amount of &zcklllSh .(IJ) to' prevent tooth interference under the worst condi-
tions of manufactUring tolerances and expansion due to t~mperalure in-
crease,

Standard toothed gears generally run in matin;g pairs on
standard center distance, usually with the teeth thinned tor
backlash, Fig. 1-16. This backlash is essentially an angle,
measurable in various ways and very necessary in any pair
of mating gears. It must be sulflcient to permit the gears to
turn freely under the worst conditions of manufacturing
tolerances and 'temperature variations. The amount ,of
backlash used must be regulated and controlled within prac-
tical limits. It is possible Ito have too much backlash. This
could be detrimental to the operation of the gear train.
Basically, backlash is a factor in determining the Final
thickness of the gear tooth .. In standard gears, the tooth
thickness of one gear of a pair is determined by subtracting
one half of the total desired backlash from one hall of the
circular pitch:

P
2

.B
2

t =

There are a few applications which call for no backlash.
In these cases, 'the other dimensional elements must be held
to extremely dose tolerances. The required backlash
depends upon where, when and how the gear set wi)] be
used. For example, in cases of tooth deflection due to heavy
loading, or when extreme Itempera'ture variations are pre-
sent, the amount of backlash required must be determined
from 'experience. For genera] application, tables recom-
mending backlash limits with reference to diametral pitch
are available in AGMA standards and many other texts.

The whole depth oj tooth. Fig .. 1-11, must provide suffi-
cient clearance for the tip of the mating tooth to swing
through and make proper flank contact. Corners at the bot-
tom, or root, of the tooth space are rounded rather than
sharp. Depending on the method of manufacture, the
rounding can be a true radius or a trochoid-type curve
tangent to both flank and rootof the tooth space. This
rounding is usuaUy expressed as mot ,comer radius or more
specifically as root corner fillet.

The expression D + f is sometimes used when referring to
the whole depth of gear teeth. The 'term has an early begin-
ningand, for a considerable length of time, was the expres-
sion for whole depth of tooth. It was originally derived from
the sum of working depth, D, and the desired. root fillet, f.
Fig. 1-17. Since the mating teeth make 'contact somewhat
above the working depth circle, this method of obtaining
the whole depth assured clearance between the mating tooth

.Fig. 1-1'1-WhD1e Depth (D + fl is thesu_ffl of wQi)dng ~plh and roof fum
de-pth.
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tip and the mot fillet The working depth is flexible and
changeable within certain limits to be discussed later, With
these two determinants, it was a simple matter to obtain a
practical. whole depth of tooth which allowed mating gears
to rotate freely. The term D + f is specified on most gear
cutting tools to define the depth of tooth which win be pro-
duced by the tool when the tooth thickness of the gear is
one-hall the circular pitch.

Despite use of the term, D + I. whole depth remains ad-
dendum plus dedundum becaese the root fillet is part of the
dedendum. However, with new innovations in manufacture
and fjnishjng of gear teeth, the establishment of whole depth
has become more complicated in some instances.

Rack Teeth and. t.he Basic Rack
An involute gear withan inlinite pitch diameter will have

straight profiles angled at the chosen pressure angle, Fig.
1-18. Such teeth are known as rack teeth and when several
are put together in an elongated toothed member it is known
as a gear rack, The rack teeth has the same properties as a
gear tooth with the involute curve for its profile ..Gear racks
are driven by cylindrical involute gears and are used exten-
sivel.y throughout general industry.

The basic rack tooth is a special case of the involU'te rack
tooth form. Generally, it defines the basis fora. system or
family of involute gears. The general tooth proportions of
the basic rack show the standard design conditions of the
system defined ..Any involute gear of the basic rack system
should be designed to roll freely with the basic rack,
regardless of modification. :50' that it can also roll freely with
any other gear of the same system, Fig. 1-19.

By definition,a tangent to any curve is perpendicular to
the radius of curvatureat the point of contact. Therefore, as
shown in Fig. 1-20, the involute curve from a base circle is
generated by tangents and radii ·of curvature. Accordingly,
if the profile of the basic rack tooth is considered tangentte
an involute curve from the base circle, it becomes the
generator of an involute gear with a given number of teeth,
Fig, 1-20. A cutting too], wi.th 'teeth in the f.orm of the basic
rackand used to producegea:r Iteeth from a solid blank, is a
hob, Fig. 1-21.

The generating action of a hob, as described previously, is
unique in that as long as the base pitch (Pb)' :is maintained
(see Fig. 1-19), any number of pitch and pressure angle com-
binations will produce the same gear tooth. However, the

Ag. I-IS-An involute tooth form gear of infinite pitch di meter is called iii

Rack. The teeth have straight sides. whose angIe ~uals the' chosen pressure
i!ngl'e.
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:Fig. 1-19-Since a circular involute gear is designed 10 the same parameters
as the basic rack, II will roll freely with the basic rack and with any other
circular gear using the same d ignqr5lem.

BASE CIRCLE
b

Fig. :I.-20'-An involute curve may be generated by a series of tangents, .11'.
Therefore, if the profile of th baslcrack tooth is considered to be tangent to
an involute curve from a base circle, the rack becomes the generator of an
involute gear with a given number of teeth. b.

large majority of bobs are standard gen.erating with respect
to the gears they produce. By this is meant that the gear
generating pitch diameter (sometimes 'called theoreHcal) is
obtained by dividLng the number of gear teeth by the hob
diametral pitch, and the pressure angle of the hob becomes
the generating pressure angle of the gear.
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Fig. l-2:1-A tool with teeth in basic rack form. whkh cuts gear teeth from a solid blank. is a hob. Details of a typical hob f,or productton
of lnvolure tooth form gears are' 'shown here,

Roots and Fillets
The gear root comer fillet is part of atrceholdal curve,

generated by the corner of the hob tooth which is generally
rounded. It is not practical to have a sharp comer on a hob
tooth. first, the root fillet produced will be the very
minimum and second" the comer will wear away-produc-
i.ng an inconsistent and unknown root fillet.. In many cases,
the root fillet produced by a standard tip comer radius of
approxjmately H20 of normal, circular pitch would suffice.
Very often the load Ito be carried by the gear teeth wiU die-
tate the type and size 'of root fillet. Therefore, the gear
desigper should be aware of his control over the profile and
root conditions to be produced in gears of his design,

One of the more common methods of root fillet control is
the use ofshorMead (sometimes called short"PUch) hobs ..
The term, short-pitch, describes and defines 'both tool. and
process. Linear lead and pitch of a hob (or rack) ate one and
the same as circular pitch of a cylindrical gear. Therefore,
the reference short-lead indicates a smaller pitch. In order to
maintain the base pitch,. see Fig. 1-19, it is necessary to
reduce the p[\essure angle accordingly. The differ1!nce in roll-
mg diameters between standard generating and short lead is
shown. in fig. 1~22.

The advantage of short-lead hobs is in the shape of the
root corner fillets produced in the gear tooth space ..A very
important factor in gear tooth design is control of the root
fillet tiLngent point inrelation to the lower end of the active
profile on the tooth flank, Since the tooth to.rm is not
altered, the short-lead hob allows the designer ,to relate root
fillet magnitude with the whole depth and beam strength of

the tooth. It is obvious that the closer to the center of the
hob tip radius one moves the gen.erati~g pressure angle, the
closer the hob tip wlll come to reproducing, itself, and the
root fillet tangency approaches its lowest point of contact.
However, there are limiting factors.

The hobbing tool. designers contend that the lowest prac-
tical generating pressure .angle for a hob is approximately 12
deg, for purposes of both manufacture and use. As U'-
pressure angle of the hob is reduced, the tool has a tendency
to undercut the gear tooth flank. This undercut can become
excessive on smaller numbers o.f teeth and is a problem. for
the gear designer. He must decide the importanoe of the root
fillet condition to his design ..

It is possible to use hobs rolling at pressure angles greater
than the theoretical pressure angle of the gear. Such hobs are
known as long-lead and their effect on the root fillet shape is
opposite tha.t of the short-lead type. However, since condi-
tions requiring; the use of long-lead hobs are unusual, they
are seldom used.

As higher performance is demanded of gears, the shape of
'the entire gear root space, not just the fillet alone. has
become more and more important. Relative posi.tion of the'
gear root fillet with respect to the form diameter is a eritlcal
factor in the load carrying capacity of the gear and is also
most importantto the rolling conditions with its mate and
with the finishing shavLn,g cutter, *

•The comments here and in the next four paragraphs apply to other Iypes ,or
gear finishing tools as well as to shaving cutters.
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As mentioned previously, the hobbed or shapercut root
fillet is a generated curve in the trochoid family. Although
often very dose, it is not part of a true circle, Shaper cutters
produce higher fillets than hobs for the same depth of tooth.
Consequently, it is usually necessary to cut shaper-cut gears
deeper than hobbed gears to maintain a good relationship
between profile form and fillet diameters.

Root fillets should never extend above the form diameter.
The shaving cutter must finish the gear profile for the
desired length without contacting the gear root fillet, Fig.
1-23. Therefore, gear designers must regulate form diameter,
root fillet shape, and root diameter of the tooth for ease of
manufacture and satisfactory performance while allowing
for the required load.

STANDARD HOB TEETH

GEAR TEETH

GEAR TEETH
b

Fig. 1-22-The difference in rolling diameters for Strmdard Generating, tI,

and Short Lead hobs, b.
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Fig'.1-23- When gear teeth are to be finished by shaving, teeth must be cut
to allow for this as shown.
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Fig. 1-24-Tooth fonn of preshavirtg hob. If full rounded root fillets are
desired, additional whole depth becomes necessary.

The form diameter, as defined, is the lowest point on the
gear tooth where the desired profile is to start. Often re-
ferred to as TIF (true involute form), it can also be
represented in degrees roll or inches along the line of action.
It is an important control point on the gear profile. Some
establish the form diameter at the point of actual. mating
gearcontact and others choose an arbitrary distance below
the actual start of active profile. From a practical stand-
point, the extension of the active profile should be determ-
ined by the extreme tolerances of center distance, mating
gear outside diameter, size and runout.

In determining the actual whole depth and foot fillet
shape, the designer must consider the load which the tooth
is to bear. These whole depths are based on the use of
preshaving hobs and shaper cutters with a standard tip
radius of 1/20 of the normal circular pitch.

If full rounded root fillets are desired, additional whole
depth becomes necessary. It is advisable to maintain the
same length of profile portions on the preshaving tool and
determine the size of tip radius and extra depth from that
point as indicated in Fig. 1-24. In this manner, the same
amount of profile between form and fillet diameters is
available for shaving cutter contact. When the designer
must establish the fillet diameter at the maximum possible
point because of load carrying demands, depending on the
diametral pitch, a radial amount of 0.020/0.040 in. below
the form diameter can be used safely.

During the shaving operation a small amount of material
is removed from the gear tooth thickness. If the profile in the
vicinity of the fillet diameter is not relieved in any manner, a
step in the tooth flank will result, Fig. 1-25.. This step,
caused by the shaving cutter digging in, is detrimental to
shaving action, It not only causes excessive wear of the
shaving cutter teeth, but also affects the accuracy of the
shaved profile, Thus, some amount of undercut must be
provided to minimize the shaving cutter contact with the
gear tooth flank.

The basic problem is to move the H11etand a short portion
of tooth profile out of the path of the shaving cutter tip, In
some cases with small numbers of teeth, a natural undercut-
ting of the tooth flank occurs. Sometimes this will provide
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FIg. 1-25-A step in Ihe gear tooth flank will result if the profile in the
vicinity of the fillet diameler is not relieved in any way. -

sufficient clearance. However, since naturalundercut only
occurs in specific cases, the necessary clearance must usuaUy
be provided by other means.

By putting a high point or protuberance on the flank of
the preshaving tool tooth at the tip, a controlled undercut
can be generated into the lower gear profile, The magnitude
and shape of the undercut portion can be regulated by alter-
ing the amount of protuberance, tool tip radius, the total
length of the protuberance sectionand/or the rolling
pressure angle of the tool. Without control, profile undercut
can be detrimental. to the basic tooth form of the gear. H it is
allowed to run up too high on the profile, it could cut away

profile needed to maintain involute contact ratio with its
mate. On the other hand, it might be so low that it cannot
be reached by the sha.ving cutter and, therefore, serve no
useful purpose.

Natural undercut, usually occurring in small pinions, can
be controlledto some extent by changing the tool tip radius
or by designing the pinion oversize from standard proper-
tions, However, with the protuberance type tool full control
·of a profile undercut can be maintained.

Theoretically, the protuberance type tool. should be
designed for a specific gear and in accordance with the
number of teeth. This becomes impractical when one desires
to use the least number of tools for a range of gears with
varying numbers of teeth.

Generally, the amount of undercut should be from 0.0005
to 0.0010 in. greater than the shaving stock bei:ng removed
from each flank of the gear tooth. [E the gear tooth flank is
to be crown shaved, the depth of undercut should bein-
creased by the amount of crown specified tor each sideof
the tooth. The position of the undercut should be such that
its upper margin meets 'the involute profile surface at ill point
below its form diameter .. Sometimes, it is not possible Ito
construcra preshave tool tooth from which will keep all.
generated undercut below this profile control point. In such
cases, it is permissible to' allow the tool to undercut the
preshaved profile slightly above the fo.rm diameter, pro-
viding at least 0 ..0005 in. of stock is left for removal by the
shaving cutter, see Fig. 1.:26. However, any amount of pro-
file removed by undercuUing will reduce the involute
overlap with the shaving cutter. For best control of gear
tooth prcfile form, tooth contact ratio with the shaving cut-
Iter should never be less than 1.0 (preferably 1.2). Since the
'tip radius and high point of the preshave too] determine the
fiIlet diameter and the height of undercut, it is sometimes
possible to use slightly larger root fillets ..

POINT OF INTERSECTION
OF PRE·SHAVIED PROFilE
WITH PROTUBERANCE UNDERCUT

.0005/ GREATEA THAN SHAVING STOCK.
/.001 [DEPENDING ON DIA. PITCHt I'

1-

SHAVING STOCK-EACH' SIDE-

PITCHI
DIAMETER

POINT OF MAXIMUM UNDEACUT '
{MAXIMUM HEIGHT OF AOOT FILLETt I

ROOT FILLET TYPICAL PAOTUB'EAANCE TYPE
AS GENE'RATEO BY IPRE-SHAVINGTOOL BASIC HOB TOOTH FORM

Fl(!. 1-Z6-'Undernu produced by a protuberance hob and. the basic hob tooth form.
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Fig. 1-27=Constracnon of, a, the master involute profilevand, b', the
pressure angle curve.

When considering the root fillet area of the gear tooth
space, it is advisable to simulate as closely as possible the
conditions which will be prevalent in the gear. Some of the
elements are readily calculable, such as: fillet diameter (or
SRP) from a given preshave tool tip radius; the reverse
calculation of a tool tip radius needed to prodace a.desired
fill.etheight above a given root diameter, and the necessary
increase in gear dedendum when changing from a corner
radius to a full tip radius on the tool. However, proper
analysis and study of the root fillet shape and capabilities
can only be achieved by simulating the actual generated
condition on the drawing board or in a 'computer,

Computer users can program the rolling action of hob or
shaper Cutter and receive results in approximately the same
amount of time. However, by graphic or layout method, the
shaper cutter presents more of at problem than the hob.
Since the hob is the most prevalent of all preshaving tools, a
graphic method of generating the root filletarea of gear
teeth with or without the use of protuberance will be
detailed.

These layouts can be made on an average size drafting
board at. scales of 50 to 150.times size..Scales of the layouts
are limited only by normal diametral pitch and gear base
diameter.
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Generating Gear Root Fillets
First step is to make a master profile chart on some

transparent material. The chart has a master involute profile
curve which is laid out by means of rectangular co-ord-
inates. The base circle diameter must be large enough to
produce desirable scales for the sizes of gears being used.
The scale of the layout is determined by the ratio of the base
circle diameters of the master profile and the work gear.
Depending upon the scale desired, a single master i.nvolute
profile could be used for a number of rolling layouts.

In addition to the master involute curve, the master pro-
file chart has opposing involute curves radiating from the
original involute curve. These curves represent the loci of
the pitch point between the profiles of the gear teeth and the
generating tools. Their number, position, and points of
origin are determined by the various pressure angles of the
tools to be rolled out.

The master profile chart also has a series of straight lines
which are tangent to both convolutions of the involute
curve. These lines represent the position of the side or pro-
file of the generating hob or ra.ck tooth cutter at the various
degrees of pitch diameter roll.

The second step in the graphical method is to layout the
profile of the hob or rack tooth cutter on transparent
materia] to the proper scale...

To layout a fillet, a copy of the master profllechart is
made on a white background. Then, the hob layout is laid
over the master profile in various generating positions, and
the fillet generated by pricking the master profile chart
print, A line connecting these prick points on the print gives
the true generated root fillet.

Mas~erP'rome Chart layout
In the development of the initial master involute profile,

Fig. 1-27a, iit is best to' choose a.base radius which will pro-
vide a fair enlargement of the tooth profiles in general use.
The X and Yaxesare laid off on transparent material. The
intersection point 0 is the origin of the involute curve lying
'on the circumference of the base circle radius, rb, The
general equations for the involute curve are:

y = cos e + e sin E; X = sin € - € cos e

where E is the roll angle for various points on the curve. By
using a. series of roll angles starting from 0 degrees, values
for x and y (basic co-ordinates) may be tabulated ..Tables 0.£
these rectangular co-ordinates, covering a wide range of roll
angles, have been published. Subsequentco-ordlnates of
points on the curve are determined by the product of the
chosen base radius and the values of the ce-ordinates for the
various roll angles:

Y' = Y" (cos E' + E' sin.e' - 1)
x' = r" (sin €' - E' cos E ' )

Sufficient points are calculated to form an accurate curve,
which represents the involute profile of a gear tooth from
the base radius.

In .Fig, 1-2'7b, the origin of the X and Y axes for the
pressure angle curve lies at point P on the master profile. To,



establish point. P, the new Y axis is drawn through point 2
on Ithe original X axis at an angle (J from the original axis.
The intersection of this new Yaxis and the master profile
curve is point P. Therefore,

arc (J = inv () = tan. () - arc fJ
02 = rb tan fJ

where 0 is the pressure angle of the hob used in generating
the gear tooth form. The new X axis is drawn perpendicular
to the new Y axis through point P.

The radius r to the point P becomes the base radius of the
pressure angle curve which is of involute form and opposed
Ito the curve of the master profile. Radius r is determined
Ithrough use of the master profile base radius and the chosen
pries5ure angle:

r"
cos (J

Substituting r for rb in the equations for Y' and X' and
using the same roll angles and basic co-ordinatesas used for
the master involute, the co-ordinates for the points on the
pressure angle curv'e are calculated and plotted. Subsequent
curves are established and plotted through the use ,ofvarious
pressure angles.

The straight lines shown in Fig. 1-28 are the control lines
representing the straight side or profile of the hob tooth
generating the gear tooth form. They are drawn tangent to
the master involute profile and intersect all pressure angle
curves. Their number depends only upon the desired ac-
curacy of the gear fillet layout and their position relative to
the origi~aliY axis is of no consequen.ce. Since the flank of a
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Rg~1-28-Cantrol, lines. representing. positions of stralght side ,of hob in
genera:tioR of gear Itooth Ierm.

hob tooth is always tangent to the profile of thegenerated
gear tooth, it is important that these straight lines are always
tangent to the master involute profile,

The steps illustrated in figs. 1~.2."to 1-29 complete the in-
volute profile chart. Actual. generating layout work is done
on prints of the chart, not on the original drawing. In this
manner, gears of different diametral pitches and pr,e5SUI1l!
angles may be generated on the same form, The scale of
each layout is determined by 'the ratio of 'the base radius of
the master in.volute form and the base radius of the gear to
be generated:

5 =

where 5 is the layout scale, rn is the base radius of the master
layout, and r&Gis the base radius of the gear. The scale is
used Ito determine the dimensions of the hob p.rofile whi.ch
generates the gear tooth fillet and undercut. The height of
the fillet and undercut is then reconverted to a radial
distance above the gear base circle.

Hob Tooth Layoul
The hob tooth form is laid out as shown in Fig. 1~29.This

layout is made on transparent paper using the scale
calculated from the equation of .5. Construction lines KK,
MM and NN are laid off first. The distance a is the radlal
dedendum of the gear tooth space from the pitch radius r to
the desired or produced root radius r,:

a = r -'r
Point P' is the pitch point on the hob profile which coin-

K

a

HOB PROFILE

N--

K PROTUBiERANCE
-HIGH-POINT

DISTANCE

fiB.l~29-Hob tooth profile.
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cides with point P on the master profile. A line representing
the main profile of the hob is laid off through P' at pressure
angle If> to. line KK and extending to the tip of the tooth 'on
line NN, The amount of protuberance high point is
measured-off parallel to the hob profile, and the desired tip
radius of the hob is laid-in tangent to the distance c and the
construction line NN. The approach to the protuberance is
made tangent to tip radius rR at point T and intersecting the
hob profile at point S. The distance 14 to the start or ap-
proach is usuallygiven on hob tool prints supplied by the
venders. However, 5 degrees is a good approximation of the
angle a for the approach. Points P', S, T and R are encircled
.for future use .. In order to regulate or control. the amount
and position of undercut produced, it may be necessary to
change the HI' radius, protuberanea.nd points of intersection
several times before completing a satisfactory tooth form ..

When no protuberance formed under cut is desired, it is
only necessary to make the Up radius tangent to' the tip and
profile of the hob. Then point T will lie on the hob profile
and point 5 w:ill cease to exist.
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Ag. I-3D-Generation of root fillet by hob protuberance.

Using the Ma.sberProfiJe
For most efficient use, prints or duplications of the master

profile chart should be of the type which show the lines of
the layout on a white background. Then as shown in Fig.
1~30, the layout of the hob is laid over the master profile
with point P' on the hob profile directly over P on the
master profile and with the main profile of the hob coinci-
dent with the initial control lineb which is tangent. to the
profile at point P. Using the point of a pricker, point P' is
aIIigned with Pas perfectly as possible and then points S, T
and R on the hob form are punched through to the print
below. A compass set to the scaled tip radius of the hob is
centered at the transferred point R and the radius is in-
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scribed through the transferred point T. Points S and T are
joined by at straight line. In all 'cases, point 5 should fall on a
control line coinciding with the main profile of the hob.
Subsequent positions of the hob tip are determined by the
same procedure, using 'the intersection points between the
control lines and the pressure angel curve for locating P'· ..As
P' proceeds along the pressure angle curve, the fillet and the
undercut are fanned to the root of the gearspace by the hob
tip radius, protuberance and approach ..

Modifications of StandMd Gear Tooth Forms
Quite often gears with teeth of standard proportions are

either m-su:ited or inadequate for the purpose intended. The
versatilityef the involute system makes it applicable in such
cases ..As long as a few basic rules are observed, the possible
types of modified tooth forms are quite extensive ..

Stud Tooth Gears
One .of the most common types is the Stub l'ooth form.

This tooth form differs, from the standard type in tooth
depth, Fig. 1-31. The shorter height makes a stronger tooth
and minimizes undercut produced in small pmions, How-
ever, the length of contact between mating gears is short-
ened, which tends to offset the increase in tooth strength as
well as raise the noise level of running gears.

The actual amount of reduction in tooth height depends
upon 'the gear application and has definite limits. The length
of the line of contact should never be less than one base
pitch long. This, of course, is to maintain continucus action
from tooth to tooth. Through experience, development and
use, several standard stub tooth form systems have been
established. Among these are: American Standard
20-Degree, Fellows Stuh-Tooth and the Nuttall Stub-Tooth
systems, These standard systems all have definite formulas
for arriv.ingat tooth proportions, They are very well defined
in AGMA Standards,. Machinery's Handbook and other
texts.

A special case of stub tooth design is in its use as non-
running involute spline teeth. Involute splines have max-
imum strength at the base; they can be accurately spaced
and are seIf-centering which equalizes the bearing and
stresses. The teeth can be measured and fitted accurately.
Normally the tooth height is standardized at 50% of that
based on the diametral pitch, For example, a 5 diametral
pitch spline tooth would have a 10 pitch addendum and
whole depth. Usually the pressure angle is 30 deg. However,
this is net mandatory and quite often is changed to suit
design conveniences. lnvoltuespline teeth may be either
helical or spur.

Fig. 1-3l!-Stub Teeth (solid line) <Ireshorter than Standard Teeth (dashed
[inel.They are stronger and minimize undercut In small pinions.
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Fig. 1-31-&1 nded Addendum Gears (solid liae) have longer period of
contact 10 provide a smootherroll between adjacent mating teeth.

Extended, Addendum, Gears
Sometimes it is desirable to have the maximum possible

length of contact between mating gears, The reasons for
gear designs of this type are spedaliz:edand will vary with
'each application. However, when properly designed and ac-
curately manufactured, it can be assumed that the longer
period of contact will provide a smoother roU between adia-
'~ent mating teeth.

Normally, gears of this type are designed to roll on stand-
ard center distance with standard tooth thickness and
backlash requirements ..,The exception to fun standard tooth
proportions is the extended addendum on both mating.
gears, This results in a longer radial working depth which
requires lower root diameters. see Fig. 1-32. The le.ngth of
the addendum is limited by the minimum allowable top land
,of the tooth and loss ofbeam strength due to the tooth
length and possible undercut of the tooth Rank.

Lang, and Sho,rt Addendum Gears
Occasionally at design will require agear set wherein one

member is considerably smaller than the other, If the tooth
proportions are made standard. root fmet conditions pro-
duced in the small pinion and mating gear contacts may

PITCH DIAMETER

E>iiCESSIVE UNDERCUT
OF PINION PROFilE

INIEfFECTIVE PORTION
OF THE MATIING GEAR TOOTH

STANDARD GEARS

Hg. 1-33-A pair of mating gei!IS with the standard outside diameter of the
larger member extending below the limit of the involute profile of the
pinjon.

PITCH DIAMETER

lONG AND SHORT
ADDENDUM GEARS

Fig. toM-Long and Sltort Addendum Gears minimize the problems where
the pinion is very mall compared to the mating gear.

result in a poorly operating set of gears. As an example. Fig.
1-33 shows a pair of mating gears with the standard outside
diameter of the larger member extended beyond the limit of
the involute curved profile of the pinion. Since all profile ac-
tion stops at the base circle, the mating gear addendum 'ex-
tending beyond the line of action represents a loss of contact
between. mates. Further, if the root of the pinion flank had
not been excessively undercut, thus weakening the tooth,
the mating gear tip would have found fiHet meta) as in-
terferenee to its troehoidal sweep. The long and. ShoJ'it
Addendum Method was devised -to alleviate this type of
situation.

Normally, the method is applied after a gear set is already
designed as standard attd the undesirablecondldons have
been discovered, The pinion outside diameter can be in-
creased (long addendum). and the gear outside diameter
decreased (short addendum) by an equal amount •. so that
the numbers of teeth, ratio, standard working depth and
center distance remain unchanged, see Fig. 1-34.

Dependent on 'the pressure angle and the numbers of
teeth, the amount of diameter revision can be varied.
Limiting factors include the minimum acceptable top land
on the pinion tooth. excessive profile sliding and the beam
strength requirements for the gear. These design items must
be checked after the preliminary tooth proportions have
been established.

The actual amount of profile shift. as it is known. can be
determined in various ways, induding an outright guess.
However, there aile more exact methods ..The difference be-
tween this new outside diameter and the original standard
design divided by two is the profile shift. An approximate
maximum shift would be one-half of standard addendum
for the given diametral pitch. In any event, changing the
diameters by two times the profile 6h1£tresults in an oversize
(long addendum) pinion and an undersize (short addendum).
gear compared with the original standard units, Couse-
quently, it becomes necessary to revise the teeth
thicknesses,
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Fig.. 1-3S-Long ad<1endum pinion showing pro.£iJe shi.£t.

Consider the basic rack tooth and its relationship to the
gear 'tooth space. When the rack (hob) tooth is fed radially
in towards the gear center a thinner gear tooth results. If the
rack tooth is pulled out away from the center, the gear tooth
becomes thicker, Fig. 1-3S.

Therefore,

4J
2

= Profile Shift x Tangent <P

Pinion tooth thickness
p B

tp = -+ (4t)--
.2 2

p .B
- tc = --(~O--

Z 2
Gear tooth thickness

These calculations can. be used for both spur and helical
gears ..In helical gears, the dimensions used are normal to the
helix angle at the gener.ating pitch diameter.

The preceding equations and discussions are based on
maintaining standard center distance, where the generating
pitch diameters are the actual roUing pitch diameters.
Therefore, the calculations for the tooth thicknesses are
both simple and exact.

Non-Standard. Center Distance Gears
Sometimes it is, necessary to operate a pair of gears on

center distances other than standard. Although the involute
gear system lends itself readily to either an. increased or
decreased center distance, it is usually more expedient to
consider a center distance greater 'than standard fora more
,efficient gear set from the previous discussion, it is obvious
that to' operate on a spread center distance, the gear teeth
themselves can no' longer be standard and must be speciaUy
computed. The calculations involved are a little more
tedious than those for IOIlg and short addendum gears, but
they are not difficult.
Equations are alsolavailable for obtaining the outside
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diamerers, size control and other dimensions necessary to
complete the gear set design.

Over- and under-sized gear designs of this type are quite
common. In the speed reducer and automotive transmission
fields,. it is much more expedient to change the design of the
gear teeth for a ratio change than to incur the larger tooling
cost for changing the gear housing center distance.

This ability, to modify physically the shape of the teeth.
and still have an ,efficiently operating gear set, is one of the
tremendous assets of the involute gear system.

lnrernall Gear Teeth
Until now, the discussion has dealt exclUSively with

external-type gears where the teeth protrude outwardly
from a cylindrical body and have convexly curved profiles ..
The counterpart to the external is the internal gear where the
teeth protrude inwardly from the inside diameter of a ring,
Fig .. 1-36. Similar to external-type gears, intemalgears can
heave almost any tooth shape as long as it will roll con-
tinuously with or conform to the mating tooth profile. Inter-
nal gearsare largely used in reduction gear trains and as
spline teeth in non-running units.

Involute internal gear teeth have concave curved pr,ofiles.
Theoretically, an. exrernaland internal gear with the same
number of teeth and tooth proportions would conform ex-
actly, except for root clearances. Internal gears, with in-
volute curve profiles, have the same basic fundamentals as
the externals. In. some of the equations, it win be necessary
to subtract instead of adding. However, the same forms and
modifications used with external gears may be used with in-
temalgears ..

MAJOR DIA.
(ROOir DIA.l

Rg.I-36-Intemalgear teeth protrude inwardly from.lh.e inside diameter ,of
II ring.

Modification of I:ooth Profile and. Lead
Quite ofeen errors in manufacture, deflections of mount-

ings, deflections of teeth under load, and distortion of
materials in heat treatment all combine to prevent the at-
tainment of true involute contact between mating teeth.
Besides contributing to objectionable noise, these unde-
sirable meshing conditions are inefficient and lead to
premature failure of the 'teeth. Some of these factors are il-
lustrated in Fig. 1-37.
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CROWNED LEADThe effect of misalignment between 1\\10 mating tooth
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Fig. 1·,)8-(r-ownOO gear teeth minimize the 'Wldesirabl effects 0 depar-
tures from theoretical 'tooth form.

Normally the errors are discovered aliter design and
manufacture of the prototype or initia[ ]otof gears.
Modifications are then developed to suit Ithe conditions.
Sometimes the designer may be experienced enough to
predict, at least approximately, the distortions to take place'
and, from his experience, be able to order initial modifica-
tions.

CONTACT AT REAR

Fig. 1l.-3J-Certain undesirable :meshin3 conditions lead topremarure faill.!l"e
of g~r leeth. Some of these are shown here.

Te alleviate and minimize the effect of these errors, the
profiles and leads of the gear teeth are modified, The
modifications are departures &om. the true theoretical form
and designed to offset the undesirable contacts caused by the
original! errors, Fig. 1-38,.

Repn'nteti from Modern Methods of Gear Mmll"factUTI, 4th Edirlon,
Published National Broach ,Ilnd Machine Division of letu Silgl' r, Inc. ] 7500
Twent!l Three' Mill.' Rd .• MI .. ClJ?ml.'l1.S.Ml ,48044
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VIEWPOINT

The staff of GEAR TEOINOLOGYwould Itke to thank
you for the wann and ,enthu~iastic responSi: we have re-
ceived, both by phone and [etter, .regarding 'our new
publication. E~cerpts from some of the letters, recetved have
been ilnd.uded in our first co[u~n. For future editions, we
weJcome your thoughts and comments as a r,egular part" of
,our magazine., Let us here (rom you.

Dear Editor:
We share your interest in promoting the existence ofa

periodical dealing with the subject of gear manufacture. It
seems that the scope of the new magazine fits our objectives
for process and product exposure.

Lew Wallace
Gleason Machine Division

Your new magazine GEAR TECHNOLOGY certainly does
sound exciting. AlII call say is: "It's about timet" Best of luck in
your adventure.

Joseph W. Conigilo
Vice President- Engineering
Gould & Eberhardt Gear Machinery Corp.

Letters for this column should be addressed to Letters lathe
Editor, GEAR TECHNOLOGY, P.O. Box 1426, Elk Grove
Village. IL 60007. Letters submitted to this column become
the property of GEAR TECHNOLOGY. Names will be
withheld upon request; however, no anonymous letters will
be published.

CNC CONTROLLED CBN ...
(Continued from page 28)
Accuracy

Profile Tolerance
Lead Tolerance
Pitch Variation + I -
Surface finish

.0101 mm (.0004·)

.008 nun (,0003")

.007 mm (+1- .0003")
.0005 mm, 201 CLA

External Gear Grinding

Wheel Data
CBN electroplated whee]
2501 mm (9.84") diameter

Part Data
2.2S Pitch
62 Teeth
U7 mm (5.00") face
24.4 mm (.960") whole depth
SAE 504:.6 material
Rc S5~6Qhardness

Machine Data
PEauter P1000 FSNC External Gear Grinder
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Grinding Data
Pieces per load - 1
Stock removal .15 rnm, (..006')
Number of passes - 1
6501 mm (2.5.6") per minute feed rate

Total Grinding Time
38.8 minutes per piece

AUTHOR:

DENNIS GIMPERT is one of American Ffauter's two,
~ales Managers. Mr. Gimpert was educated at Michigan
Technological University and Rockford College. He worked
for Clark Equipment Corp ..from 1971-1974., and for Barber-
Colman Co. from 1974-1976, as an application engineer for
gear hobbing and shaping equipment, In 1976, he joined
American Pfauter, Mr ..Gimpert has served on the Vehicular
'Gear Committee of American Gear Manufacturers Associa-
tion and is active in various activities of the Society of
Manufacturing Engineers.

.,.. AND F'R'Q,M
T,HE IN,DUSTR'Y

Wh2lt'snew . .. asa service to our readers, GEA_R
TECHNOLOGY will offer space to announce personnel and
corporate changes that would be of interest to the Gear In-
dustry, If you have an announcement you wold like to
make, please send it to GEAR TECHNOLOGY, P. O. Box
1426, Elk Grove, IL 60007.

BOURN & KOCH
William (BiD) Heal has joined Bourn ,& Koch Machine

'Ioel Co., Rockford, Illinois as manager of Hobber
Remanufacture. Beal brings 36 years of gear manufacturing
experience to Bourn and Kock. a rebuilder and r,etrofiUeI.
Beal was fonnerly responsible for rebuilding at the Barber-
Colman Co.

REACH TH'E W.HOLE MARKET
AND INCREASE YOUR SALES ..•

Advertise your specialty in some facet of gear manuractlJrlng:
• Open urne on special or unusual machines
• Unique capabilities •
" MaChine quality
• Help wanted
" Subcontraa work

Inexpensive claSSIfied ads:
ClasSlfled Ads - (per Inch) ..
ClaSSified Display - lper Inch. 3 Inch mlmmumj
Display Ads - Rates avad<1b1 011 reque51

575.00
510000

,. 'A R
g'TEClINOI.OGI'_
The Journal a/Gear Manulacruring

Randall Publishing. Inc P.O. Box No. 1426
Elk Grove Village. IL 600J7. (312) 437·6604



CLASSIFIED'
HELP WANTED OPEN TIME

Foremen
for 2nd operation
Gear experience necessary
Day Shlfr. Benefits

DEARBORN TOOL &. ,MFG.
7749 Grant sr,
Burr Ridge. IL 6052 I

(312) 655-1260

S.ALES ENGINEER
We are a leading buncer otgear pro-
dUCing machine toots and Inspection
equipment for the gear manufactUring
industry. We have pioneered the
development and application of com-
puterized machine controlled equip-
ment.

Our present and future business level
requires the' addition of I or more Sales
Engineers. Several select posmons and
areas are available.

The candidate for this position should
have expenence In machine tool sales
and/or gear manufacturing and applr-
cations. The posieon will require exten-
sive field work In the assigned area.

We offer excellent salary and benefits
IncludIng company paid medical/den-
tal/rife insurance. pension plan and
liberal vacation allowance. If you are
interested. please send your resume to:

AMERICAN PFAUTER' LIMITED'
925 E. Estes Ave.
Elk Grove. IL 60007

Equal Opportunity Employer- MlF

All types of quality gears and
machining. English & Metric gears
available from 1/2" to 200" diameters.

ENGELHARDT GEAR COMPANY
2500 American Lane
Erk Grove Village. Il 60007

131'2) 766-7070

HELP WANTED
Electronic Field Service ie!=hnlclan
We are a leading builder of gear pro-
ducing machine tools and inspection
equipment for [he gear manufacturing
industry. We have pioneered a revolu-
tion in our segment of the industry
towards computerized machine con-
trol. motor control, diagnostics. and
fleXible programming. We continue to
be the leader in developing and apply-
ing the latest technology to our
products.

Our Service Department presently has
an opening for an Electronics Field
Service Technician who has at least a
two year degree in Electronics and two
years related service experience With
machine tools in the industrial environ-
ment. Specific experience with Allen-
Bradly CNC. ACIDC motor control and
European electrrcal documentation
standards will be considered an asset.
This position requires extensive travel
throughout the U.S. and Canada.

We offer excellent salary and benefits.
including company paid medical/den-
talllife msurance. a pension plan, and
liberal vacation allowance. If you are
interested. please send your resume to:

AMERICAN IPFAUT,ER lIMITIED
,P.O. Box 66157
Chicago. IL 60666

Equal Opportunity Employer - M/F

PRECISIONCLASS A
INSTRUMENT GEARS
Send us your requirements

DEARBORN TOOL & MFG.
7749 Grant St.
Burr Ridge, IL 60521

(312) 655-1260

Gleason Spiral Bevel Gears SpeCialist
any quantity I'2" to 100" diameter

AMARILLO GEAR
P.O. Box 1789
Amarillo. Texas 79105

\806) 622-1273

We have a very modern CNC machine
shop with capability of cutting .spur
and helical gears up to 96". Excellent
Quality Assurance Department to
oversee machining. gear cutting and
assembly. We have been providing
production rnachlnery since 1946.

Bernard Dick
316-431-0500

GEO CHURCHILL. INC.
3701 Johnson
SaFanIndustrial Park
POBox SIS
Chanute. Kansas 66721

MIDWEST GEAR CORP.- .-
21,82 Aurora Road (Route 82). Twinsburg, Ohio 44087

(216) 425-4419'

2 New Gear Grinding Machines to 64' diameter
Internal & External. Cear Cutting

Spline Shafts, Heat Treat
And Complete Inspection

Attractive Savings on Quality Work

SEND FOR OUR FREE BROCHURE
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ADVANTAGES OF TITANIUM NITRIDE ...
(Continued from page 23)
utilized to apply titanium nitride over an. initiallyapplied
titanium carbide surface in order to provide improved fric-
tional characteristics,

Among the currently anticipated gear tool coating im-
provements, the following appear to be the most promising:

1. Certain developments are being pursued in titanium
nitride coatings with the PVD process to provide reduced
processing costs.

2. Titanium Carbo-nitride (TiCN) is most likely the next
high speed steel coating which will be developed to pro-
v:idehigher hardness and improved abrasion resistance.
The major disadvantage of Titanium Carbo-nitride is its
brittleness.

3. Titanium Carbon Oxynitride (TitON) is generating in-
terest in certain quarters, but its total characteristics and
advantages are not well known at this time,

4. Hafnium Nitride (HfN) and Zirconium Nitride (ZN) are
candidates for future test work. Some basic testing has
been done to date indicating that Hafnium Nitride is not
as hard as Titanium Nitride, but has higher thermal
stability.

5. Titanium Boride (TiB) has a serious disadvantage due to
the extreme toxicity of gaseous boron which is used dur-
ing the coating process. Therefore, not much work has
been done with this possible coating.

6. Silkon Carbide (SiC), Silicon Nitride (SiN) and Tungsten
Carbide (We) are additional possibilities for future
coatings applicable to high speed steel. but currently not
much work is being done.

7..There are also possibilities of obtaining enhanced
characteristics from combinations of the above coatings
through the use of multi-layer coatings. This technique is
used extensively in coating lenses in.the optical industry.
However, the boundaries between layers offer potential
adhesion problems which would have to be solved before
the process would be completely applicable to HSS cut-
ting tools.

UntH any of the above possibilities of improved 'coatings
are proven realities, the most advantageous tool cost and
gear cutting productivity improvements available will be
thIOugh application of TiN coated tools.
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GLICBIE GEAR GAGES ...

,Elim,inah!' ·coslly errors .caused !by iincorrect gur IdendficlI.tion.
GI..OBE gear gage.5. are IICe!f1Ilte.I:1I machined on pled.ion, gear
eU'll!ng eq!.!ipmenl and I nch!d!l' standard s!i:zes Ilrom .3 Ihrough
48 di!!!melr.1 ,pilch In iboth 14-1/2- !lind 20" .pren·!!u) anglel.

,
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